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Dear Friends of LAU,

At this time last year I reported to you that LAU had arrived at a 
summit, a high noon in an age of growth. Years of commitment to 
our institution had borne fruit on multiple fronts: institutional 
accreditation; professional accreditation for a host of individual 
programs; a major foray into the medical sciences, with the creation 
of new schools and the transformation of a family hospital into a major 
research and medical center; and successful completion of LAU’s first 
five-year strategic plan and first comprehensive fundraising campaign.

Cresting a summit means achieving a new sightline, however, with new 
ranges, peaks and challenges on the horizon. We have already begun 
implementing a new strategic plan, designed to raise the university 
to the next level of academic excellence. The plan has implications 
at every level, from faculty recruitment to allocation of resources for 
research and graduate studies, to revision of tenure criteria. 

Integrated strategic planning has indeed become the root and branch of 
what visiting accreditation officials admiringly referred to as “the culture of 
planning” at LAU. Our much-anticipated fashion design program, developed 
under the auspices of the School of Architecture and Design in collaboration 
with the renowned designer Elie Saab, will open its doors next fall. Remaining 
true to our legacy as a regional pioneer in women’s education and an academic 
pioneer in women’s studies, we plan to introduce a gender component to degree 
programs across the board in the arts and sciences, as well as unveil a master’s 
degree in gender studies. Numerous other new offerings are detailed in the 
body of this report. At a time when many universities are being forced to scale 
back schools and departments and become more narrowly vocational, LAU 
continues to expand, and to reaffirm vigorously its investment in the ideal of a 
liberal arts education.

This investment in humanism extends even to professional education at LAU. 
The values of technical virtuosity in the clinics, labs and lecture halls of LAU 
are always inextricable from those of humane healing, social development, 
community service.

LAU’s community engagement expands from the smallest local circles to the 
widest networks of international reciprocity. The second year of USAID-funded 
scholarship students — brilliant but disadvantaged, from the country’s rural 
regions and hinterlands — began their fully funded studies this year, as have 
talented students from several countries in the Middle East and North Africa 
through our MEPI-funded Tomorrow’s Leaders program. The acquisition of a 
building in midtown Manhattan heralds the transformation of LAU’s New York 
presence into a mini-campus, intended to establish partnerships with top-tier 
North American universities. 

As LAU expands its global footprint, it remains guided by the twin principles of 
excellence and accessibility. We aim to cultivate, through our growing student, 
faculty and alumni bodies, an aristocracy of talent in a democracy of means. 
This is made possible by a sound financial base that withstood the buffetings of 

Message from the President
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the global financial crisis, as well as by an expanding base of donors who share 
our vision. The latter range from major donors, to rank-and-file alumni giving 
back to an institution they love. Grassroots giving is indeed the focus of LAU’s 
new comprehensive campaign, “Fulfilling the Promise.”

The following report details some of the highlights from this pivotal year in 
LAU’s modern history, as seen through the lens of our ambitious mission. It 
is necessarily only a selection, but it is one suffused with profound thanks for 
our Board of Trustees, our Board of International Advisors, our benefactors 
and associates, our beloved LAU family, and all those who share in the pride 
of our mission.

With gratitude,

Joseph G. Jabbra, Ph.D.
President
November 2012
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Implementing the Strategic Plan

With the successful completion of the 2005–2010 strategic Plan came a towering list of new 
goals and aspirations, as well as an upswing in planning and evaluation across the institution. 
insights from every area of the university coalesced into the 2011–2016 strategic Plan, which 
emphasizes continuous strengthening of the institution’s academic core.

our goals are straightforward and attainable: to imbue career-oriented programs with the principles 
of a liberal arts education; to recruit and retain a highly competitive and diverse student body; to 
maintain a faculty that pairs cutting-edge research with a responsibility to students; to increase 
opportunities for social and community outreach, instilling civic values that reach beyond our 
campuses; to nurture programs and initiatives that respond to national and regional needs; and 
to bolster graduate programs and research capacity.

the successes of our first plan, crowned by the achievement of the new england Association 
of schools and colleges (neAsc) accreditation, demonstrated that what separates hubris from 
ambition is not the scale of plans, but rather the preparation, dedication and resource deployment 
that realizes them.

the individual minds at lAU are brilliant in their own right, but when working in conjunction 
with one another they become a force to be reckoned with. therefore, we employ a bottom-up 
approach to planning that encourages participation, creates a sense of personal investment in 
the university’s future, and capitalizes on all areas of expertise within the community. in other 
words, we strive to turn energy into synergy.

Our COMMitMent to AcAdemic excellence
Promises to keep...
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An important step for our institution will be the establishment of a standing committee on 
academic integrity in the coming year. With information technology at an unprecedented level 
of sophistication, we must ensure that our students understand the central role of honesty and 
originality in the academic process, as well as in their everyday life. As most of our students have 
reached adulthood in the digital age, we need to foster media literacy and self-scrutiny. Another 
guiding light for lAU is the University Assessment committee, whose purpose is to ensure that we 
achieve our full potential in terms of institutional assessment and continuous self-improvement.

in fact, self-review has become a watchword at lAU. the bachelor’s programs in english, 
communication arts, political science/international affairs, education, and biology, as well as the 
m.B.A. and e.m.B.A. programs, have all undergone evaluation this year. As a result, the department 
of english language instruction was recently instituted — consolidating intensive, remedial and 
freshman english courses under its umbrella — aiming to promote students’ language proficiency 
and communication skills, for academic as well as professional purposes.

complementing this wave of accreditation and self-review, our office of institutional research and 
Assessment has begun conducting a series of workshops introducing lAU constituents to the 
concept of assessment. through such activities, we intend to elicit an evidence-based decision-
making culture throughout the university.

these changes are but a sample of the initiatives we are pursuing under the 2011–2016 strategic 
Plan, whose philosophy permeates this report as well as our vibrant campuses.
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Pursuing Further Accreditation

following the process that led to neAsc accreditation, faculty and executive leaders took the 
pursuit of further recognition, this time at the program level, into high gear.

in 2011, the school of engineering received accreditation from the Accreditation Board for 
engineering and technology (ABet) for all its undergraduate programs — including the industrial 
engineering program which is the only ABet-accredited degree in lebanon — as did the school 
of Arts and sciences for its bachelor’s degree in computer science. the latter was the first in 
lebanon to receive such distinction.

several more programs are likewise engaged in efforts toward international accreditation.

the school of Business has been granted approval by the Association to Advance collegiate 
schools of Business (AAcsB) to begin the pre-accreditation process. the school is working 
on a standard alignment plan and rigorous self-evaluation reports, a necessary first step. 
the AAcsB was founded nearly 100 years ago by a group of prestigious business schools, 
including harvard, Wharton and columbia. its accreditation represents the highest standard of 
achievement for business schools worldwide, and less than 5 percent of the world’s business 
programs have earned it.

in August, the national Architectural Accrediting Board, the sole agency authorized to accredit 
U.s. professional degree programs in architecture, approved lAU’s Bachelor of Architecture for 
eligibility, putting it on the path toward accreditation. the program is already accredited by the 
french Government, which allows graduates to practice in the european Union.

As reported in the previous edition of this publication, the Accreditation council for Pharmacy 
education (AcPe) reaccredited our school of Pharmacy for six years. indeed, the AcPe considered 
the school’s practices so noteworthy that this year the school was asked to contribute narratives 
to the American Association of colleges of Pharmacy’s website. our full membership in the latter 
makes our Pharm.d. graduates eligible for licensure as pharmacists in most U.s. states and 
territories. the school remains the only AcPe-accredited institution outside the United states.

the Alice ramez chagoury school of nursing (Arcson) has initiated the accreditation process 
with the commission on collegiate nursing education, an autonomous U.s.-based accrediting 
agency recognized by the U.s. secretary of education. Arcson has prepared a self-study for 
submission and a site visit is scheduled for spring 2013.

Our COmmitment to AcAdemic excellence

2012 Open Arab Robotics
Championship

 School of Architecture
end of year exhibition
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Expanding Academic Opportunities

At lAU, every year brings new opportunities to an eclectic student body marked by a wide array 
of academic interests. By recruiting and retaining skilled professors, lAU has laid the groundwork 
for new and expanded offerings that cater to our students’ needs for deeper knowledge in a wider 
set of disciplines.

the school of Architecture and design is preparing to launch its highly anticipated fashion design 
program in fall 2013. With the support of renowned designer elie saab and future affiliations 
with renowned schools of fashion in europe and the United states, this program promises to 
bring to the middle east a world-class education in the field. the curriculum will expose students 
to international trends through regular workshops by international designers and recruitment of 
prominent fashion designers as visiting faculty. in addition to retaining lebanese talent within the 
country, our ultimate goal is to attract budding designers from the fashion centers of the world to 
come and study in Beirut.

our liberal arts base is expanding with the addition of new bachelor’s degrees, one in Arabic 
language and literature and the other in translation. Both programs have been approved by the 
lebanese ministry of education and higher education and preparations are underway for their 
launch in spring 2013. 

in keeping with the spirit of our heritage as pioneers in women’s education, we are introducing a 
master’s degree in gender studies that is in the final stages of approval by school and university 
councils. in addition to a core curriculum, the program will allow students in other programs 
to take elective courses in a discipline at the vanguard of academia, one that is sure to come 
increasingly into focus as the dust from the revolutions of the Arab spring begins to settle.

At the heart of our mission is the synergy of different cultures and backgrounds. Accordingly, we 
have established a minor in conflict resolution, a vital topic in the context of lebanon’s ethos as 
a society that must continue to embrace peaceful solutions to political and social problems if it 
is to endure.

A bachelor’s degree in bioinformatics, the first of its kind in lebanon, will be introduced 
as an interdisciplinary major, integrating elements from computer science, biology and 
mathematics. it will soon be submitted to the lebanese ministry of education and higher 
education for official endorsement.

An executive master’s degree in insurance management and actuarial mathematics to be offered 
jointly by the schools of Business and Arts and sciences is also being developed. in addition, a 
feasibility study is in progress for a bachelor’s degree in performing arts with areas of focus on 
theatre, dance and music. finally, having graduated its first nutrition class in spring 2012, the 
department of natural sciences has established an internship that enables graduates to become 
licensed dieticians in lebanon.

Our COMMitMent to AcAdemic excellence
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Advancing Research and Scholarship

lAU actively promotes research, scholarship and academic exchange, while cultivating and 
expanding its ties to the international scholarly community. With the generous assistance of the 
University research council and the faculty development fund, the university supports research 
projects and faculty publications. the establishment of the new faculty seed fund, designed to 
encourage junior faculty to pursue research, creative, or scholarly programs with the potential 
for further professional development, is another indicator of the university’s commitment to its 
academic prowess. in addition, faculty members continue to win major external research grants, 
including fulbright research and other awards.

over the past year, lAU professors have been published in a variety of scholarly journals, while 
some sit on the editorial boards of major publications. three faculty members from the school of 
engineering were recently appointed associate editors of some of the most prestigious journals 
in their respective fields.

A growing number of professors across a variety of disciplines, including pharmaceutical sciences, 
chemistry, computer science, education and engineering have been selected to receive grants 
and awards from various national and international entities. this year, social sciences professors 
won grants worth more than $300,000 each for their research in political science and migration 
studies, respectively. An engineering faculty member has also received a $100,000 grant under 
the Partnerships for enhanced engagement in research (Peer) program for research on the 
hazard of earthquake-generated landslides in lebanon.

major books and studies authored by lAU faculty have been published this year in topics ranging 
from the administration of intravenous medicines to islamic banking to software systems, 
highlighting the diverse and specialized expertise of lAU’s faculty.

Our COmmitment to AcAdemic excellence
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Bridging the Gap Between Academia and Industry

lAU’s school of engineering recently signed an agreement of collaboration with lebanese 
industrial research Achievements, a program that seeks to connect industry, academia and 
research centers. the partnership is expected to foster new fact-finding projects and to attune 
the engineering curriculum to industry needs and the job market. 

Additionally, our school of Pharmacy has signed an experiential education agreement with Benta 
sAl, a prominent local pharmaceutical and medical manufacturing company. this partnership 
will expose lAU students to a professional work environment at an early stage, giving them an 
edge in their job search later on. 

LAU delegation visiting Benta SAL laboratories

Press conference with the Lebanese Industrial Research Achievements
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Centers, Institutes and Special Programs

home to 22 centers, institutes and special programs, lAU is awash with opportunities for learning, 
research, training, development and civic engagement that greatly expand on the university’s 
academic offerings.

the Institute for Women’s Studies in the Arab World (IWSAW) is transforming its flagship 
publication, Al-Raida, into a refereed journal. meanwhile, the institute’s civic engagement and 
community service efforts continue unabated. iWsAW hosted the Arab international Women’s 
forum in september, and will soon launch a two-year project to train lebanon’s internal security 
forces on human-rights–based approaches to treating detainees and prisoners, with a particular 
focus on women.

this year witnessed the 10th anniversary of the Center for Lebanese Heritage. since its inception, 
the center has organized 71 conferences and symposia and hosted speakers from 14 countries, 
including egypt, morocco, italy and the United states. the center continues to preserve, protect, 
and publicize lebanon’s remarkable cultural, artistic, and literary heritage. 

lebanon’s ancestry is closely tied to its itinerant people. in february, lAU’s Institute for Migration 
Studies hosted an international conference discussing the relationships between diasporas and 
their homelands, and the impact of diasporas on international and domestic politics, economics, 
and society.

Playing a growing role in the regional media scene, lAU’s Institute for Media Training and 
Research offered a broadcast journalism workshop for iraqi journalists in may. the event was 
one in a series of three weeklong workshops. 

Academics and scientists from around the world converged in Byblos in november for a 
groundbreaking conference exploring the roots of violence in lebanon and new ways of fostering 
reconciliation and dialogue. the conference was organized by lAU’s Institute of Diplomacy and 
Conflict Transformation in collaboration with the centre for lebanese studies at the University of 
oxford and the Guerrand-hermes foundation for Peace.
As part of the program titled “reach a child – teach a child,” the Institute for Peace and Justice 
Education brought together elementary school teachers from various schools in north lebanon in 
october for a teacher development program. the two-year project aims to train instructors on how 
to serve as references for interactive, child-centered instructional strategies, positive classroom 
management skills and constructive, non-punitive approaches to discipline.

Our COmmitment to AcAdemic excellence
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Recruiting a World-Class Student Body

Although we have seen extraordinary development in our faculty, 
facilities and finances, the greatest success has been the 

expansion of our student body. Qualified students come from 
lebanon and the world to lAU, attracted by its challenging 
programs and broad-based educational ethic. 

Undergraduate applications for the 2012–2013 academic year rose by 5.8% at the Beirut campus 
(to 3,122) and by 22.9% at the Byblos campus (to 1,228). this is excluding over 1,000 specialized 
applications received for the second class of the UsAid-funded University scholarship Program. 
in accordance with our strategic goals, enrollment has leveled off at the Beirut campus while 
robust growth has continued at Byblos. the average sAt score for fall 2011 was 1481, up slightly 
from the previous year; and it increased by 2.4% in the fall of 2012. enrollment management 
remains a major priority for the university and every effort is being made to ensure sustainable, 
long-term growth.

this year we have increased the financial aid budget to support the 2,390 students (29% of the 
student body) who benefit from scholarships, work-aid, loans and grants.

the inaugural class of the University scholarship Program has surpassed even the loftiest of 
expectations. the $6.9 million grant, funded by the U.s. Agency for international development 
(UsAid), allowed lAU to offer a free education, enhanced by means of leadership, outreach, and 
civic education training, to 52 students recruited from public schools in some of the poorest 
areas of lebanon. We are proud to report that 43 of the students have attained cumulative GPAs 
above 3.0 (24 of them above 3.5) and that all of them are involved in clubs, volunteerism, and 
civic engagement both on and off campus. 

Trends in Financial Aid Budget: 2003-2012
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Recruiting a World-Class Student Body

A subsequent UsAid grant allowed us to recruit another class: from over 1,000 applicants, 53 
have been admitted. furthermore, in september, UsAid awarded lAU yet another grant, this one 
worth $9.5 million, to recruit 85 students from public schools across all of lebanon’s districts 
for fall 2013. recruitment for the third group has begun and we are confident that the applicant 
pool will be as strong as the previous ones. the grants cover full tuition, room and board, books, 
a computer, and pocket money for every recipient until graduation.

Another milestone for students receiving assistance is the graduation of the first group of 12 
students from the middle east Partnership initiative’s tomorrow’s leaders program. launched 
in 2008, the U.s. state department-financed program has allowed lAU to recruit talented 
students from the middle east and north Africa, and provide not only a world-class education, 
but also special activities to develop professional and interpersonal skills. these young men and 
women will return home carrying with them the knowledge and values necessary to create more 
prosperous and open societies.

last but not least, around 70 high school students took part in three simultaneous summer 
camps at lAU focusing on computer science, chemistry and media/communication arts, 
respectively. At each camp, two scholarships were granted to top students committed to enrolling 
in that major upon their matriculation at lAU. Another 35 gifted and computer-savvy high school 
students enhanced their skills at lAU’s computer science summer institute in Byblos. seven 
winners received lAU scholarships.

 Chemistry Summer Camp
at LAU Beirut Campus

 Middle East Partnership Initiative’s
Tomorrow’s Leaders Program

Our COmmitment to AcAdemic excellence
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Attracting Unparalleled Talent

A crucial counterpart to the growth of a student body with a thirst for knowledge is the 
recruitment of top-notch faculty and staff.

At the request of the Board of trustees, a benchmark study on compensation has been 
conducted in conjunction with the American University of Beirut, the American University of 
cairo and the American University of sharjah. in addition, a recently reorganized scale, varying 
by discipline, has allowed lAU to compensate faculty in line with regional standards.

the school of Business welcomed 16 new faculty members this year. the majority of these 
scholars hail from top U.s. and european institutions. they bring a superb level of expertise, 
qualitative teaching, innovative academic research, and the latest in international trends — all 
of utmost importance to a school embarked in an accreditation process. 

the revamped University medical center–rizk hospital has required significant increases in the 
number of health professionals, many of whom will serve in joint positions between the hospital 
and the schools of medicine, nursing and pharmacy.

for the few past years, lAU has been generously supporting the post-graduate education of 
alumni who come back to serve at lAU. this initiative is now bearing fruit, as two Ph.ds. have 
returned to teaching positions at the Alice ramez chagoury school of nursing.

Nursing students during their training at UMC-RH
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Leading a New Generation

tireless and dedicated, lAU students have made their mark not just academically, but in activism, 
philanthropy, science, and politics. Whether delving into scientific innovations or tackling 
international crises through our model United nations (mUn) program, lAU students are at the 
forefront of movements that will shape the future of our nation and the world at large.

the outreach and civic engagement (oce) unit was created in 2010 with the goal of fostering 
a spirit of compassion and social activism. it quickly spearheaded lAU’s involvement with 
the community and reinforced our reputation as an institution without walls. in a mere two 
years, oce has catalyzed the involvement of hundreds of students in activities as diverse 
as the Beirut international marathon and a Un conference on cluster munitions. the office 
has introduced a great variety of opportunities, notably through nGo fairs that expose our 
students to over 90 organizations.

the above-mentioned mUn program is one of our flagship extracurricular activities. it is the largest 
high school and middle school conference in lebanon. each year, lAU students train hundreds 
of aspiring leaders in the intricacies of global politics, conflict resolution, peace education, 
public speaking and leadership. our students also hone their skills by participating in collegiate 
competitions around the world. this year, an lAU delegation won the prestigious secretary 
General’s award at the UnA-UsA Global classrooms conference, held at the Un headquarters in 
new York.

Another milestone was the launch of lebanon’s first model Arab league (mAl), in partnership 
with the hariri foundation for sustainable human development. A three-year memorandum of 
understanding underwriting the program has provided mAl training for over 400 students at 
sidon’s rafic hariri high school during the first year. during the second year, it will spread to 
nearly 100 middle and high schools in the sidon school network. thereafter we aim to carry the 
program to other Arab countries.

Lau And the GloBAl commUnitY
Miles to go...
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on an academic level, two of our biology students reached the final round of the Global 
innovation in science and technology (Gist) competition this year after pioneering the use of 
silver nanoparticles to purify food items, significantly delaying spoilage. their work earned them 
a grant to develop their research as well as a trip to istanbul, where they presented their ideas at 
the Global entrepreneurs summit.

As part of our new strategic plan, we seek to go green by embracing alternative energy. in fact, 
our students are keen advocates of green technologies. this summer, a team of nine engineering 
students participated in the shell eco-marathon Asia in Kuala lumpur, a competition of student 
teams from around the world to design, build, and test ultra-efficient vehicles. during the annual 
Beirut science days, two projects resulting from the concerted efforts of engineering students 
and faculty members were exhibited: a prototype of a solar-powered airplane and a solar-powered 
vehicle designed to transport tourists through the streets of lebanon. Both projects demonstrated 
a sophisticated understanding of alternative energy. 

At the forefront of community outreach, the school of Architecture and design is encouraging 
students to apply their knowledge and skills to real-life problems, such as proposing urban renewal 
projects. in collaboration with the municipalities of Batroun, Byblos and Jounieh, architecture 
students undertook comprehensive analyses of these growing urban zones, proposing ideas and 
offering urban restoration solutions that would encourage viable community development while 
preserving the historic fabric of the cities.

Beirut Science Days

Model Arab League Award Ceremony
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Engaging with the Community

lAU is distinguished for its holistic education. our high academic standards are coupled with a 
sense of social responsibility, two characteristics that equip our graduates to function effectively 
as global citizens.

no university can be an island. We recognize that beyond our gates, the harsh realities of poverty, 
civil strife and violence affect the lives of many. the university community is passionately engaged 
in fighting these ills, as well as the indifference and ignorance that often exacerbate them. over 
15 percent of our undergraduate student body is involved in some form of community service.

Wecycle, a student-led project that helps women in north lebanon turn trash into saleable 
handicrafts, has been named one of five international winners in the coca-cola/inJAZ al-Arab 
ripples of happiness competition. Under the supervision of oce and the University enterprise 
office, the project also encourages high school students in tripoli to collect useful waste for 
the artisans, an act that enhances their awareness of environmental problems — and possible 
solutions — in lebanon.

meanwhile, students of medicine, Pharmacy and nursing began regular visits to the volunteer 
outreach clinic in the shatila refugee camp in the outskirts of Beirut. Working with the under-
served has been a transforming experience for our students, who have learned first-hand about 
the social, political and economic factors of health. their involvement reaches beyond the clinic, 
with regular home visits and awareness activities. A growing number of international students 
have been joining this endeavor. 

LAU AND THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

Medical students during their community work at Shatila refugee camp
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our institutes are playing a leading role in the community as well. the school of Business’s 
institute of family and entrepreneurial Business has conducted panel discussions and forums for 
local, and especially family, business owners, helping them navigate the complexities of corporate 
governance and succession. through this and similar programs, lAU is promoting the vitality of 
ethical and effective businesses in lebanon.

A regional leader in women’s studies, iWsAW continued to raise awareness of women’s rights 
through various activities this year, culminating with the Arab international Women’s forum in 
september. the event drew 140 participants from the middle east and focused on empowering 
women and bridging the gender gap in the Arab World. 

As every lAU graduate knows, education is a lifelong journey. the continuing education Program 
(ceP) at lAU has expanded dramatically this year, increasing its certificate-based offerings 
to include certified Public Accountant (cPA®) and Project management Professional (PmP®), 
among a series of newly established business skills and human resources certificates and 
diplomas. to offset the disparity between the capital and the rest of the country, ceP established 
its first satellite program in tripoli in January, in partnership with the safadi foundation. the 
program is now offering a host of specialized workshops, professional certificates and post-
graduate degree programs to lebanon’s second most populous city and its surrounding areas. 
in April, the success of the tripoli office led to an agreement for another center in the southern 
city of nabatieh, in partnership with Adel osseiran vocational school. these new operations, 
in addition to the one recently established in Zahle, will play a vital role in the development of 
their respective communities. 

CEP and Safadi Foundation inauguration ceremony
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lAU student athletes had a banner year in competitions abroad, as well as numerous victories at 
home. the handball team claimed victory in the face of stiff international competition in Belgrade, 
serbia. three swimmers brought home gold medals from the first international championship for 
Universities and colleges tournament held in leuven, Belgium. lAU was crowned “champion 
University” in ibiza, spain at the euroibiza 2012 student sports tournament, among more than 
750 athletes from 14 countries.

An athlete’s ultimate aspiration is competing in the olympics, and for lAU student Karen chammas 
that dream became a reality at the london Games. competing in the 63-kg division of Women’s 
Judo, chammas represented lebanon on the world’s largest stage. 

on a different kind of stage, lAU hosted the 14th Annual international University theater festival 
in the summer, attracting 130 students from universities across the Arab world for four days of 
short film screenings, musical performances, and theater productions directed and performed by 
students. the festival was a platform for students from tunisia, morocco, egypt, and lebanon to 
exchange ideas about theater and art. 

in June, students had an opportunity to observe their teachers’ works during lAU’s first fine 
arts faculty exhibition, which attracted art aficionados from across the country. in addition, as 
believers in the power of art, students and alumni have embellished Beirut through street art 
projects and competitions.

student organizations such as the Pharmacy school’s no Apathy and health Awareness students 
society (nAPhAss) are working towards a healthy future for graduates and for the community. this 
year, nAPhAss held numerous outreach campaigns, including a Pharmacy day that familiarized 
people with various health issues such as smoking cessation, drugs and safe driving, influenza 
prevention and treatment, and obesity. the group has also visited nursing homes, a children’s 
cancer center and numerous local schools to promote healthy practices.

Enriching the Student Experience

lAU provides extensive services to its students to ensure their physical health, emotional 
wellbeing, academic success and professional development. thousands have availed themselves 
of on-campus health and counseling services, seeking assistance on a range of issues from flu 
prevention to chronic procrastination. 

in addition, through the work of the career Guidance office, 
hundreds of job postings have been circulated on our campuses 

and dozens of companies from lebanon and abroad participated 
in internship and career fairs, including top-tier multinationals 
such as deloitte, ernst & Young and Google. 

Time to find first job upon graduation
57%

17%

16%

8%
2%

6-12 months3-6 months 1-2 years > 2 years0-3 months

LAU AND THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY
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Discovering the World

it is only through experiencing the world that one can truly understand it. lAU continues to extend 
opportunities for lebanese and international students to spend semesters abroad.

the oce held various activities on campus to inform students of the wealth of opportunities 
available to them in this regard. the first activity, held in April, drew 15 embassies representing 
top study-abroad destinations. in addition, lAU is an active partner in the european consortium 
erasmus mundus. A number of lAU students have been involved in international outreach 
leadership programs in russia, Greece and the United states, including the fulbright visiting 
student Program. 

lAU has always had its share of fulbright scholars. in recent years, students have been increasingly 
successful in obtaining the prestigious grant. this past summer, out of a total of 15 lebanese 
recipients, five were from the lAU family.

international academic exchange has a positive influence on architecture and urbanism, removing 
geographical and linguistic barriers, forging cultures, and boosting creativity. cognizant of that, 
the department of Architecture and interior design sent four students to the ecole spéciale 
d’Architecture in Paris this year.

in that spirit, we have had the pleasure of hosting 18 international students since the signing 
of our agreement with the institut d’etudes Politiques de Paris (sciences Po) in 2010. in the 
same span, 23 lAU students went to study in Paris. they described the experience as extremely 
enriching, saying they have returned with more self-confidence, maturity, responsibility and a 
sense of independence. 

As we expand our programs and raise our academic standards, we increasingly attract outstanding 
students from around the world. many of them come to participate in the renowned summer 
institute for intensive Arabic language and culture (sinArc) program, which has continued 
its impressive string of successes. the 2012 summer session hosted 88 students in spite of 
the ongoing political turmoil in syria and elsewhere. the program now operates year-round and 
makes lAU a premier location to study Arabic. A group from James madison University came to 
the Beirut campus for a four-week summer session, and during the academic year, students from 
sciences Po and the University of st. Andrews in scotland flexed their language skills at sinArc. 

Spring 2012 LAU Major Theater Production, Fantasia Opus3

SINARC students during a field trip
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expansiOn, DeveLOpMent And innovAtion
Foundation for the Future...

Constructing Tomorrow’s University

since our foundation in 1924 as a college for women, our institution has been characterized by an 
unwavering spirit of growth and development. What started as small classes on rented premises 
is today a thriving multi-campus community of thousands of students, educators, researchers and 
staffers. in 2012, with enrollment at an all-time high, we face the challenge of building, securing, 
equipping and maintaining adequate space and infrastructure on an unprecedented scale. 
thanks to generous external support and well-managed financial resources, we are confident in 
our ability to rise to this challenge.

large-scale projects are underway in Byblos and Beirut to ensure that classrooms, dorms and 
labs are on a par with international standards. substantial funding — $241 million over the next 
few years — has been allocated toward that goal.

An active and involved student body such as ours deserves special places to socialize, mingle, 
make new friends, study, do group work, and exchange ideas. With that in mind, the Beirut 
campus’ lrc building and the adjacent nicol hall cafeteria are being revamped. the $6.2 million 
project will include, beside the cafeteria, a fitness center, recreation rooms, offices for student 
clubs and a cybercafé, offering an ideal student-centered area.

meanwhile, almost all floors of shannon hall and the faculty Apartments Building are being 
converted into much-needed office space for faculty and staff. A new data center will be installed 
in the basement of the faculty Apartments Building to host and safeguard major academic and 
administrative data systems.

the lower level of shannon hall is being transformed into an early childhood center under 
the department of education. slated to open in 2013, it will offer a high-quality, stimulating 
environment for children, including observation booths for parents, teachers and researchers 
and an enclosed outdoor art workshop for children to play in natural light. 
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in addition, the university has acquired the former headquarters of shipping company Gezairi 
transport. located one block from the Beirut campus, it comprises a main building with a three-
floor penthouse, a large theater, and offices. the property also includes a school, which Gezairi 
donated after relocating to downtown Beirut. As lAU continues to spread its wings, the acquisition 
of additional properties will be a necessity. 

With the goal of greening the Byblos campus, both internally and externally, lAU has decided to 
build a new five-story parking garage underground, leaving more space for grass and landscaping. 
Phase i of the 600-car lot, which will include a bomb shelter on its lowest level, has been 
completed, while Phase ii is under design review to incorporate a modern parking management 
system and is expected to be ready in fall 2013.   

An upgrade of campus infrastructure is also well underway. new power facilities are being built 
to provide the Byblos campus with nine megawatts, a centralized chilled-water air conditioning 
plant, a central boiler plant for heating, a wastewater treatment plant, a water pumping plant, a 
main central water storage reservoir, and a power substation. the Beirut electrical infrastructure 
is being revamped to generate an additional six megawatts. this project includes a dedicated 
uninterrupted power supply system to the previously mentioned data center.

Also in the process of reconstruction are the students’ on-campus living quarters. to accommodate 
the influx of students to Byblos, dorms c has been converted from an aging faculty apartments 
facility into a set of modern dormitories housing around 50 students. the project included major 
upgrades to the building’s electrical, mechanical and it infrastructure. 

the pace of construction will accelerate in the coming years. Award-winning architecture firm 
Atelier Pagnamenta torriani has finalized the conceptual design for a new library on the Byblos 
campus to accommodate up to 500 students at a time. it is expected to open its doors by the 
end of 2015. in the meantime, excavation for the construction of the school of engineering’s labs 
and workshops building has begun in Byblos. its completion is anticipated to coincide with the 
opening of the new library. 

Within five years, the school of Arts and sciences in Beirut will be relocated to a new 18,000-square-
meter complex on a recently acquired lot.

 Architectural plan for the new Arts and Sciences
complex on the Beirut campus

 Atelier Pagnamenta Torriani has finalized the conceptual
design for a new library on the Byblos campus
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New Facilities for Health Sciences Education

lAU will soon have a new feather in its cap with the opening of the new chagoury health sciences 
center in Byblos, a spectacular 15,500-square-meter complex built specifically for the needs 
of our health sciences programs. it will host the Gilbert and rose-marie chagoury school of 
medicine, the school of Pharmacy and the Alice ramez chagoury school of nursing. set to 
open in 2013, it will provide ample room for students of these disciplines to share expertise and 
develop into top-notch professionals.  

contributing to lAU’s expanding medical proficiency is the University medical center–rizk 
hospital (Umc–rh). formerly a private hospital, the five-building complex in the heart of Beirut 
was acquired by the university in 2009 and is being extensively refurbished to provide a clinical 
environment for the teaching and training of students and to support academic medical research. 
current renovations are expected to reach completion in 2015. in a short time, Umc–rh has 
attained standards of excellence in radiology, dialysis and endoscopy, with more specialized 
medical units — dermatology, ophthalmology, ivf and cardiology — planned for the near future. the 
hospital is getting equipped with the latest technology and recruiting renowned health care teams, 
to offer superior care in a compassionate environment where patient safety and comfort matter. 

 UMC-RH state-of-the-art
Diagnostic Imaging Center

 The Gilbert and Rose-Marie Chagoury
Health Sciences Center set to open in 2013

Expansion, DEvElopmEnt and InnovatIon
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A New Home in New York

lAU has a new address in the bustling borough of manhattan. With the acquisition of a three-
story building at 211 east 46th street, the university aims to enhance its profile in the United 
states. the purchase is a major strategic achievement and it represents a pivotal moment in 
lAU’s growth. its function as a satellite campus will allow lAU students to study in the U.s., and 
American students to draw on lAU’s resources even if they are unable to travel to lebanon. this 
unprecedented level of international reach and reciprocity demonstrates how far lAU has come 
as a global university, a horizon undreamed of at its founding. 

crucial to the expansion in manhattan are a series of planned partnerships with top universities 
such as columbia University and new York University that will furnish cross-enrollment and other 
types of exchange. simultaneously, lAU will offer courses in areas of academic strength, including 
middle eastern studies, gender studies, islamic banking, Arabic language and literature, conflict 
resolution, and comparative law. the building is undergoing renovations and a complete internal 
redesign and is expected to be completed in spring 2013.

LAU has a new address in Manhattan, NY
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Learning at the Speed of Light

the central role of technology in higher education is an important emerging trend. the past year 
has brought several advances in this area, from “smart classrooms” to smartphone applications, 
tools of great benefit to students, faculty and researchers. 

in line with the strategic plan and in order to support a culture of assessment-based decision 
making, lAU contracted with tK20 to track and consolidate its strategic plan, neAsc accreditation 
and assessment activities as they progress.

We’ve seen a dramatic improvement in lAU’s connectivity in the past year, with an 82% increase 
in available bandwidth on campus improving download and upload speed and meeting the 
growing traffic demands of research and cloud services. the portal project, a system that gives 
personalized information to students, faculty, staff, and alumni, will be launched in spring 2013. 

We have also expanded and improved key aspects of our web presence by promoting our social 
networks, adding options to make donations online, giving students and alumni a greatly improved 
email system, and creating new websites, namely school of Architecture & design, memorabilia 
Gallery, marketing & communications, commencement, human resources and an interim site 
for the school of Business.

existing technologies have been improved. enhancements of the curriculum Advising and 
Project Planning system have streamlined the student experience. Additionally, a smartphone 
app that gives students the ability to access news, calendars, class schedules and grades 
while on the move has been downloaded by more than 4,600 students, allowing continuous 
connection with lAU.

Expansion, DEvElopmEnt and InnovatIon
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equipped with computers, specialized software and audio-visual devices, our 63 “smart 
classrooms” — 30 in Beirut and 33 in Byblos — are revolutionizing our teaching methods. this year 
we’ve seen a growing number of classrooms equipped with audience response technology. A pilot 
test of this “clicker” system showed how professors can rapidly poll their students, giving them 
a chance to follow their progress and identify difficulties. such tools have also been integrated 
into the chagoury health sciences Building from the ground up, and by the beginning of 2013, all 
classrooms will be similarly equipped. 

lAU’s library system has also been a nexus of technological improvement. through partnerships 
with international organizations such as the online computer library center, which helps libraries 
locate, acquire, catalog, and lend materials, our libraries on both campuses are now capable of 
placing an astonishing collection of books, journals, and scholarly publications within reach of the 
lAU community. this emphasis on digital accessibility is coupled with an ever-expanding corpus 
of printed material, including renowned special collections on women’s studies, islamic art and 
architecture, and education. 

Advancing Technology in Health Care

the university hospital is also getting a hardware upgrade, purchasing the latest technologies 
to train lAU’s students and assist its staff. the healthcare simulation management system 
(hcsms), a cutting-edge, multi-platform system of learning tools and simulation solutions, will 
allow healthcare students to acquire crucial experience before treating real patients. supporting 
the system is a high-capacity data center to handle the growing needs of all health science 
disciplines for years to come. 
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Securing our Future

our university’s financial soundness, stability, and stewardship have provided the ballast to 
withstand multiple concussions to the global economy in recent years. our bold expansion has 
been backed by a healthy, growing endowment and continued investment confidence on the part 
of our donor community.

vigilant attention to the management of our finances has allowed the university to continue 
growing at a vigorous pace. the university’s financial position remains strong. our net assets have 
increased by $88.9 million, to a total of $625.8 million. our operating budget for 2012–2013 
now stands at $138 million, and has not seen a deficit in eight years.

the Board of trustees’ investment committee continues to diligently monitor the endowment 
portfolio, and we strongly believe that our investment philosophy, strategy and target asset 
allocation are properly positioned to limit short-term losses and serve the long-term growth 
objective of the endowment.

Finances

maintaining healthy finances is key to achieving ambitious plans in an unstable political and 
financial environment. lAU’s finance department continuously monitors relevant indicators and 
proactively seeks ways to further improve lAU’s financial standing. it also works hand-in-hand 
with university constituents to ensure satisfactory implementation of plans while maintaining 
healthy cash flows and financial stability. 

respOnsiBLe steWArdshiP
Creating a Stronger LAU ...
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LAU Expense Budget

LAU Revemue Budget 2011-2012

 Highlights of LAU’s Expense Budget

 Highlights of Operating Budget 2011–2012

revenues    us DOLLars

tuition    95,397,991

endowment income   10,310,400

other revenue   4,847,300

developmental goals   12,582,784

tOtaL     123,138,475

32%

19%14%

4.5%

5.5%
3%
3%

6%

6%
4%3%

78%

10%
4%

8%

expenses    us DOLLars

teaching compensation   39,169,092

non -teaching compensation   23,793,302

financial Aid    16,819,918

supplies     5,743,861

contracted services    6,823,877

travel & communication   3,307,033

Utilities & taxes    3,340,489

depreciation    7,546,531

contingency & transfers   7,500,000

debt service charges    5,062,500

other expenses    4,031,872

tOtaL     123,138,475

lAU’s endowment, which stands at $298.5 million (June 2012), is performing well relative to 
policy benchmarks, and scored a positive return of 14.4% this fiscal year.

lAU’s operational efficiency has contributed to its financial stability. While liabilities showed normal 
growth and debt ratios remained well below industry averages, lAU’s assets grew substantially. 
lAU’s net assets showed a remarkable jump, reaching $625.8 million by september 30, 2012, 
a 16% growth over last year. As mentioned previously in this report, this year was marked by key 
capital acquisitions in new York and Beirut.
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Giving to LAU

lAU owes its success in great part to the conviction and support of numerous donors, whose 
generous monetary and in-kind gifts have sustained financial aid and other initiatives of direct 
benefit to students and faculty.

our first comprehensive five-year campaign, “the legacy and the Promise,” exceeded all 
expectations, raising a total of $67 million. in the same spirit, we have swiftly laid the groundwork 
for our next campaign. “Fulfilling the Promise: LAU Campaign for Academic Excellence” is in full 
swing, albeit in its silent phase.

“Fulfilling the Promise” will provide $50 million for various projects throughout the university, 
allocated as follows: $18 million for facilities, $12 million for endowed academic chairs, 
$8 million for research, $6 million for student support and $6 million for special initiatives.

the new campaign combines cultivation of major donors with large-scale grassroots fundraising 
and assiduous rekindling of alumni relationships, in an attempt to broaden lAU’s donor base. 
success in this new campaign will require us to find new reserves of dedication and talent within 
ourselves as well as unprecedented levels of assistance from our alumni and friends.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

Gala dinner Dubai & Northern Emirates Alumni Chapter
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the University Advancement division is working to develop and maintain the essential 
relationships between lAU and its constituencies — including alumni, corporations, government 
officials, philanthropists and foundations — that enable its academic and community mission. 

Advancement this year raised $19,529,427.64 from 1,074 donors. lAU is heartened and 
energized by the tremendous support it continues to receive from individual donors. in that 
regard, the highlight of the year was lAU’s gala in Beirut, the first of its kind by an institution 
of higher education in lebanon. this extraordinary event drew more than 850 friends of the 
university, who gave in all more than $7.5 million to support financial aid and scholarships. during 
the dinner, an auction by sotheby’s of london featuring works by lebanese artists generated 
$297,000. the evening culminated with an announcement by the chairman and ceo of société 
Générale de Banque au liban (sGBl) of a $6 million donation to build a new athletics center on 
the Byblos campus. 

Another successful first was an initiative to have graduating seniors get their own “class of 2012” 
trees by giving back to lAU. in the run-up to the commencement exercises, 505 students gave 
more than $5,000 to be channeled to financial aid. in return, their collective effort was recognized 
through the planting of commemorative olive trees on both campuses.

respOnsiBLe steWArdshiP

LAU’s gala dinner in Beirut, the first of its kind by an institution of higher education in Lebanon
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Keeping in Touch

lAU’s alumni network plays a vital role in promoting the university, supporting various initiatives 
and acting as stewards to students and recent graduates. the university keeps in touch with 
its alumni via 36 chapters worldwide, reaching out through award-winning publications, social 
networks, emails, and direct interactions at special events.

this year the Abu dhabi and dubai chapters organized their gala dinners around the concept 
of honoring individuals who have made important contributions to their culture and community. 
thanks to the large pool of attendees, the events raised a significant amount of money for 
scholarship and student support.

in lebanon, the Alumni relations office has continued its successful “Keep learning” program 
with a lecture series on the Beirut campus, which has attracted hundreds of alumni, students, 
faculty members and friends of the university.

efforts to maintain a bond between alumni and their alma mater culminated in homecoming 
Week, a seven-day celebration that offered a range of activities on both campuses. it concluded 
with the annual alumni gala dinner that brought together over 1,000 lAU graduates, family 
members and friends from around the world. 

As part of a plan to promote a different group of alumni every year and inspired by the success of 
a book fair organized in 2010, the Alumni relations office hosted a film festival in collaboration 
with the department of communication Arts and 18 alumni filmmakers. featuring internationally 
acclaimed films and documentaries, the event celebrated both the successes of lAU graduates 
and the talents of the burgeoning lebanese film industry.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP
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Promoting our Institution

online media are the vital channels through which we serve and communicate with a wide 
array of audiences — students, faculty, staff, alumni, and prospective students, to name a few. 
over the past year we have continued to expand and improve our web presence while involving 
different lAU departments in the publishing process, which resulted in more accurate and timely 
information and a better experience for our visitors.

in the print rubric, the quarterly lAU magazine and Alumni Bulletin continues to bring significant 
developments, people, and events at lAU to the attention of alumni and other readers locally and 
internationally. each issue spotlights an aspect of lebanese culture or society, with a series of 
feature articles illuminating the topic and its consequence to local and global affairs.

capitalizing on this publication’s engaging content, the marketing and communications 
department has enriched the lAU homepage with excerpts from it. the department continues 
weekly updates of the university’s news section of the website with informative articles about the 
achievements and activities of lAU’s various entities. the department highlights the university’s 
strengths through news, photo essays, Q&As, and opinion pieces by faculty members. this mission 
is furthered by the assiduous contributions of the media and Public relations department, thanks 
to which lAU figures in news media and other channels of wide public reach.

in April, the Advancement unit in new York launched lAU matters, a quarterly print and 
online newsletter designed to inform lAU alumni and friends in north America about 
initiatives, fundraising, and alumni activities. As of fall 2012, lAU matters will become the 
newsletter of “Fulfilling the Promise,” the new campaign, with north American and middle 
east/european editions.

respOnsiBLe steWArdshiP

LAU Quarterly Magazine
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BOarD leAdershiP

Board of Trustees

dr. charles elachi, chairman of the Board
mr. salim G. sfeir, vice chairman of the Board
mr. fred rogers, secretary of the Board
dr. Paul Boulos
h.e. Amb. Gilbert chagoury
rev. christine chakoian
mrs. eva Kotite farha
dr. George n. faris
dr. Benita ferrero-Waldner
mr. Antoine frem
mr. Arthur Gabriel
dr. ray irani
mr. Wadih (Bill) Jordan
rev. Joseph Kassab
mr. samer Khoury
mr. charles muller
mr. richard (dick) orfalea
mr. todd Petzel
mr. Ghassan saab
dr. h. John shammas
rev. ronald l. shive
mr. Peter tanous
dr. George e. thibault
mr. Abdallah Yabroudi

eMeritus trustees
mr. Jose Abizaid
mr. Wilbert f. newton

ex-OffiCiO MeMBers
mr. Kanaan hamzeh
rev. Amgad Beblawi
rev. fadi dagher
dr. Joseph Jabbra, lAU President
chair of the faculty senate
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mr. Kanaan hamzeh, chairman of the Board
mr. enan Galaly, vice-chairman of the Board
mr. George doumet, secretary of the Board
mr. mike Ahmar
dr. raymond Audi
mrs. taline Avakian
dr. Jihad Azour
h.e. ivonne A. Baki
dr. francois Bassil
mr. Zuhair Boulos
mrs. Abla chammas
mr. Bassem f. dagher
mr. mazen s. darwazah
mr. raphael debbane
mr. neemat G. frem
mrs. maha Kaddoura
dr. najib Khatib
sheikh fouad el Khazen
dr. mahmoud A. Kreidie
dr. mary mikhael
mr. mazen nazzal
mrs. Youmna salame
mr. talal K. shair

ex-OffiCiO MeMBers
rev. fadi dagher
mrs. leila saleeby dagher
dr. Joseph Jabbra, lAU President
chair of the faculty senate
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the lebanese American University has made every effort to create an accurate listing of 
all contributors.  if your name has been inadvertently omitted, or incorrectly spelled, please 
accept our apologies. if you have any inquiry, please contact Amal Abdel massih, director of 
Advancement services, by fax at +9611786472 or by email: aafares@lau.edu.lb. thank you.

President’s Fund

the following grants were established to support the financial Aid program to needy  and 
deserving students under the President’s fund:

A.m. Qattan foundation President’s fund
Ali A. tamimi co. President’s fund
lAU Alumni Association - dubai and northern emirates chapter President’s fund
credit suisse President’s fund
emily nasrallah President’s fund
fouad makhzoumi President’s fund
fredrico senno President’s fund
George faris President’s fund
George Zakhem President’s fund
Georges harik President’s fund
Ghassan Aridi President’s fund
Ghassan Jdeed memorial President’s fund
hayat B. stein President’s fund
imad A. el Khalil President’s fund
interaudi Bank President’s fund
ismat rabbat President’s fund
Joseph and claude Audi charitable foundation President’s fund
Kamil sarieddine President’s fund
lAU/BoB Affinity card community President’s fund
madeleine and fouad Bardawil President’s fund
maha Kaddoura President’s fund
malik’s Bookshop President’s fund
marwan Assaf President’s fund
mersaco President’s fund
nadim said Khalaf President’s fund
nehme tohme President’s fund
nizam Abdul Baki President’s fund
omar and sima sawaf Graduate President’s fund
Palestine liberation organization representative President’s fund
Pepsico international President’s fund
rabab Al sadr President’s fund
rafic Gazzaoui and company President’s fund
rami el nimer President’s fund
ramzi Kteily President’s fund
richard Abdoo President’s fund
said Khalaf President’s fund
salim G. sfeir President’s fund
samia salloum Khouri President’s fund
samih darwazah President’s fund
suad Juffali President’s fund
tarek Juffali memorial President’s fund
Wafa f. saab President’s fund
Yusuf A. Alghanim & sons President’s fund

DOnOrs’ honor roll
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*
Alumni
spouse Alumna   
Alumni chapters

+
Gift in-kind

2011 - 2012 Contributors

the lebanese American University acknowledges with gratitude the following contributors who 
made generous financial, matching and in-kind gifts to the university between october 1, 2011 
and september 30, 2012:

fOunDers’ sOCiety ($25,000 anD up) 
Youssef and lina Jundi Abu Khadra *
Al Waleed Bin talal humanitarian foundation 
Alumni Association, Abu dhabi chapter *
Alumni Association, Amman chapter *
Alumni Association, dubai & northern emirates chapter *
Alumni Association, Qatar chapter *
Alumni Association, riyadh chapter *
Anonymous donor 
Ghassan Aridi 
Association Philippe Jabre 
hanna n. Ayoub 
Bank Audi sal - Audi saradar Group 
Bank of Beirut 
mona Bawarchi +
Blom Bank 
Byblos Bank sal 
consolidated contractors company 
consolidated engineering company sAl / Khatib & Alami 
curtis W. mcGraw foundation 
dar Al-handasah consultants (shair and Partners) 
edgar de Picciotto 
donors to the fundraising Gala dinner 2012 
european commission / dG xii 
ousama fansa 
Georges G. farha 
foundation open society institute 
Arthur Gabriel 
Joseph Ghossoub 
Georges harik 
hariri foundation for sustainable human development 
Amer A. hourani 
Amal and rima daniel hourani *+
Wael A. hourani *
idm 
international development research centre 
Jammal trust Bank sal 
suad husseini Juffali*
Karma real estate company sal+
said Khalaf 
samir n. Khoury 
lAU/BoB Affinity card community 
fouad makhzoumi 

fadi h. mehio 
mersaco sAl 
middle east Partnership initiative 
national Academy of sciences
national council for scientific research
Pepsico international
Qatar University
rizk real estate development and Assoc. sal/ rizk rizk
rotana hotel management corp. ltd.
safadi foundation
Kamil sarieddine
saudi Binladin Group
salim G. sfeir
shafallah medical Genetics center
societe Generale de Banque au liban
maysarah sukkar
nehme and therese tohme
U.s. Agency for international development
UnrWA
Abdallah h. Yabroudi

DOnOrs’ honor roll
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DONORS’ honor roll

presiDent’s CirCLe ($5,000 - $9,999)
961 one outsourcing sal 
talal and nuha salameh Abou Ghazaleh *
Ac holding 
Ahmar family foundation /mike Ahmar 
Albert and Barbara Albert / Bloomsburg metal company 
American task force for lebanon 
Arabian Bemco contracting company limited 
Zouheir and Ghada daniel Boulos *
centre for lebanese studies (cls) (GhfP) 
Ziad and lina mamiche Afara cheikh *
credit libanais sal 
Jad A. dagher *
mohamad Amer and hala finj 
nicholas B. Ghattas 
sabah n. haida *
hawat trading co. 
Jad Jimmy J. ibrahim 
istYle 
Ahmad t. Kabbani 
samia salloum Khouri 
larissa catering +
malik’s Bookshop 
medgulf 
mediline sarl 
mentor Graphics corporation 
midis Group 
Pfizer foundation matching Gifts Program 
Quantech +
Ghassan m. saab 
h. John and najwa shammas 
Peter J. tanous 
United nations Association of the UsA 

trireMe sOCiety ($10,000 - $24,999)
Ghassan Adra 
Alumni Association, Athens chapter *
Anonymous donor 
Anonymous donor 
Averda / sukleen 
Badawi Group 
Bank of Beirut - dubai 
Benta Pharma industries 
edward chammas 
cisco systems 
samih taleb m. darwazah 
Khaireddine h. el Jisr 
rami r. el nimer 
George and claudia faris 
Kanan and hanan hamzeh 
mouna J. haraoui 
monzer hourani 
floyd humphreys 
innovyze / Paul f. Boulos *
interaudi Bank 
international school of Arts and sciences 
nancy and Joseph G. Jabbra 
Johannes Gutenberg University mainz 
Wadih s. Jordan 
Joseph and claude Audi charitable foundation, inc. 
Wajih and Adalat Audi naccash *
George o. nazzal 
fouad omais 
Qatar shell research center-eco marathon 
roadster diner / deek duke  +
William A. stoltzfus 
the c.A.t. Group 
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presiDent’s COunCiL ($2,000 - $4,999) 
rabab Al sadr 
Alumni Association, Kuwait chapter *
Alumni Association, oman chapter *
Alumni Association, toronto chapter *
Ayna corporation 
Jamil h. Badran 
Benta trading 
Bentamed 
Jean Paul Bouyajian 
cadence design systems 
catertainment / lina’s café 
fadi chammas 
dhl snAs +
dima healthcare 
George doumet 
elsevier 
facebook, inc. 
fifth Avenue Presbyterian church 
General medical equipment sal 
the Ghassan Jdeed development foundation 
Green med sarl 
haas mroue memorial fund 
fida and doha Zein halawi *
intermedic 
nancy W. Jabbra +
Al Khal Printers sal +
fouad J. Khazen 
levant distributors company sarl +
Ghassan mahassni 
med World sal 
Ziad monla 
municipality of Jbeil 
michel and Aida nasser 
henry obegi 
Presbyterian foundation 
farid and Wafa saab *
leila Baddoura saad *
rhona shirine f. saba *
socrate +
sophie’s choice Boutique 
thomson reuters 
victory Byblos hotel & spa +
Jamil A. Wafa 
Welcome- erasmus mundus 
Abdallah Zakhem +

presiDent’s fOruM ($1,000 - $1,999)
eddie Abdalla 
Adkom sAl +
diraar Y. Alghanim 
Algorithm sal 
hani and raja Ali *
marwan t. Assaf 
najib and Gisele Azar *
rashid and rola Baddoura 
monir Barakat 
ccA Group 
circuits multi-Projects 
rose m. clark *
computer information systems 
Adele dacken 
dar Al-handasah nazih taleb and Partners 
dots - dar el Kotob +
earth technologies  +
eBsco Publishing 
mary el Yousef *
fouad el-Abd 
eli lilly (suisse) s.A. 
imad A. el Khalil *
tarek A. fawaz *
richard and Joyce Badran freijie *
Waleed K. Gosaynie 
Atefa hachache 
hanan J. haidar *
sonia Y. hajjar 
Afaf hatoum *
margaret and robert hollback 
naziha hamzeh Knio *
sami and siham Korban 
don mafrige 
mohamad merkabawi 
municipality of Blat 
municipality of tripoli 
Walid and victoria fattouh nasr *
emily d. nasrallah *
oxford University Press 
todd e. Petzel 
ProQuest information and learning 
Ghada Qaddumi *
sama s. Qaddumi *
tareq s. Qaddumi *
Jacqueline rizik 
hikmat rizk 
richard A. rumsey 
imad and Ghia saidi saad *
Abdallah A. sfeir +
hussain J. sharaf *
edward shiner 
sidem sal 
springer 
mohamad and rowaida Yaghi *
siham haidar Zein *
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may s. Koleilat *
Antoine l. lahoud 
mary ellen lane 
lAU - mePi tomorrow’s leaders students 
librairie stephan sAl 
c. fredrick and leila milkie 
nadia Awaida moukaddem *
hayat talih mousfi *
municipality of Ghazir 
nassib n. nasr 
Grace noujaim 
ovid technologies 
frederick and Jeanette rogers 
may s. saab *
samer s. saab 
Youssef K. safa *
oussama and Youmna halabi salameh *
elise salem 
salah salman +
naji m. sayegh *
samira Kanso sayegh *
najib m. semaan 
robert m. shafie *
salim f. shublaq *
Annie v. tabakian *
salma tabbara 
edward and Amal habiby vitale *
John Wholihan 
Youssef A. Zeineddine *

Dean’s List ($500 - $999) 
Paul Abbott 
farouk Abi rafeh 
mariam Al doy Aboul *
Alumni Association, new York chapter *
Anonymous donor 
Bitar Brothers 
camille Boustani 
hadi Boustani 
nabil Boustani 
nagi J. Bustros 
leila chamma chaaban *
Georges K. chahda *
George G. chdid 
eBsco information services sAs 
nabil r. emad 
ramzi P. emad 
Karim and Bert makadessi faddoul *
leila freijie *
lina A. Ghazi *
irma K. Ghosn 
rodolphe and nermine mufti hage *
hamdan trading co. +
Azmi and Amal Ayoubi horoub *
suad hoss hoss *
fadi Kahale 
fadwa Kahale 
fouad Kahale 
lubna rida Kalot *

university assOCiates ($200 - $499) 
498 nY sub - reit, inc 
theodore and diana domian Abdo *
Joelle A. Abi Aad 
najwa Al Qattan 
Abdallah and lina Al Khal *
lamia sabbah Ali Ahmad *
Alumni Association, northern california chapter *
helen m. Badawi *
Anny Bakalian 
ramzi and nicole maamari Barghoud *
lucinda A. Brown 
Bureau van dijk electronic Publishing 
christine A. chakoian 
daniel and leila shaheen da cruz *
leila saleeby dagher *
edde travel +
tarek e. fadel *
elaine fisher 
Genimex +
Global Books llc 

ramzi hachache 
sami husseini 
seta Kouyoumdjian *
librairie Antoine 
emile maalouf 
rami f. majzoub *
faiz and rima Yazigi makdisi *
maroun s. maroun 
hala Y. masri *
ernest and Adele haddad mccarus *
lillian metz 
microsoft matching Gifts Program 
Walid and danice najjar 
dan and Alice nicolson 
samir and laure milki obeid *
Giselle h. Pempedjian *
ronald l. shive 
James P. simon 
Bassem and suzanne soubra *
Aida himadeh Younis *
dennis P. Zine 
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ramzi hachache 
sami husseini 
seta Kouyoumdjian *
librairie Antoine 
emile maalouf 
rami f. majzoub *
faiz and rima Yazigi makdisi *
maroun s. maroun 
hala Y. masri *
ernest and Adele haddad mccarus *
lillian metz 
microsoft matching Gifts Program 
Walid and danice najjar 
dan and Alice nicolson 
samir and laure milki obeid *
Giselle h. Pempedjian *
ronald l. shive 
James P. simon 
Bassem and suzanne soubra *
Aida himadeh Younis *
dennis P. Zine 

hish majzoub 
chibli W. mallat *
ellis A. mansour 
marymount manhattan college 
matthew s. mashikian 
mazen s. masri *
marguerite Boueri mcleod *
elise mills 
robert n. moukarzel 
Walter and suzanne owensby 
vatche Papazian 
Bill Parlucci *
Pro-studio +
Paul and susan salib Qaqundah *
Ghassan and Jinan majzoub rachache *
marcel m. rached *
rudolph rouhana 
dale and lyna Khoury rumbarger *
Jean h. saliba 
ferris m. saydah 
Aziz and Bernadette shalaby 
ramzi s. shbaklo *
Alison shehadi 
thomas J. shire 
Kamal h. shouhayib 
James and samia Khalaf sullivan *
roger takla 
Joseph W. tamari 
Adnan m. tarabishi *
the Brooklyn oratory of st. Philip neri
oratory scholarship 
teresa Ann thomas 
stephen and Aida Jureidini Wahmann *
mary e. Weinmann 
leonora Yenovkian White *
samir Younes 
Kevork and Anahid nahabedian Zartarian *
lina Zeine *

Century CLuB ($100 - $199)
dina G. Abdel sater *
A.s. Abdullah 
George Abi Kalam 
lana s. Abou teen *
iman chatlia Ajouz *
Bushra r. Alameddine *
John and hana rostom Archbold *
Aida makdisi Armaly *
nadra m. Assaf 
sonia ibrahim Attiyah *
suleiman and dania soubra Awad *
nuha e. Azar *
susan Bailey 
samira B. Baroody *
Bill Brown 
John and christine teronde Burr *
casper & Gambini +
tania chamilian 
Arminee h. choukassizian *
crowne Plaza hotel +
Abdallah m. dah 
Ghaleb h. daouk 
theodora P. de Baz *
Baz and mona Kafena debaz *
deutsche Bank Americas foundation
U.s.matching Gifts Program 
sarah duncan drake 
Antoine G. faddoul  *
irene d. faffler 
ronney and souad farah 
first Presbyterian church 
emile and hiam salloum habiby *
rima hachache 
elie G. haddad 
marc and marly haddad *
Khalil and Joumana hussein haidar *
lina A. hajj Abdoun *
Ali h. halawi *
theodore and saniya fakih hamady *
Bahria harb hartman 
William and michele Ann demott holcomb *
edward and lesley marrash hopkins *
Arda and Arpine halebian hovnanian *
frieda howling 
Kaiten - sushi conveyor +
hind J. Kassem *
Georges s. Khoury *
richard Kovach 
rashid l. labaky *
le Bristol hotel +
lubrizol foundation matching Gift Program 
tanios J. ma’luf 
imad n. majdalani *
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rania B. Al Jurdi * 
diaa l. Al Jurdy * 
rana s. Al Kaakour * 
Gheed m. Al Koutoubi * 
mohamed Khaled W.
Al mazboudi * 
Georges r. Al medawar * 
shoug i. Al nafeesi * 
tarek A. Al najjar * 
Ahmad m. Al sabbagh * 
noora A. Al sadek * 
fatima m. Al sayed * 
Kareem A. Al shamma * 
Ahmad m. Al shawwa * 
Khalil m. Al Zahran * 
reine Z. Al-halabi * 
nour n. Al-Zeben * 
sara n. Alameddine * 
tarek A. Aleywan * 
Jamal K. Alqudah * 
fouad s. Amer * 
Ali J. Amin daher taha * 
nizar A. Amin * 
shawky s. Amine eddine * 
Abed el rahman s. Amkieh * 
rym r. Amm * 
maura B. Andary * 
Wassim r. Annan * 
Zeinab A. Annan * 
Anonymous donor 
marie-reine e. Antoun  * 
christelle m. Aoun * 
Arabi - flowers & events +
Karin s. Arabian *
Ali h. Araybi *
larysa r. Aridi *
reem A. Ashour *
loubna s. Asmar *
Ahmad K. Assaad *
Jessika A. Assaad *
hyatt f. Assafiri *
rabbih A. Attar *
Ghassan and suha Ashi Atwi *
eliane W. Audi *
nicholas Audi 
nelly W. Awad *
farid and maha Awwad 
Jasmin A. Ayad *
Antoine h. Ayoub 
nader h. Ayoub *
sara n. Ayoubi *
Joan G. Azar *
Ziad A. Azar *
hisham A. Baalbaki *
omar Z. Baalbaki *
rami Z. Baba *

frienDs (up tO $99)
Yousef n. Aad *
ramzi i. Abaza *
Jad f. Abbass *
mounawar m. Abbouchi *
elie G. Abboud *
Beleza G. Abdallah *
rawan A. Abdallah *
riad f. Abdel Khalek *
rabih n. Abdel samad *
fadi B. Abdul malak *
safa A. Abdullah *
mary marcelle i. Abed rabboh *
michel h. Abi Akl *
carmen J. Abi Ammar * 
rita J. Abi Antoun * 
daniel r. Abi Joumaa * 
lea P. Abi nakhoul * 
Akram r. Abi saab * 
ralph n. Abi sleiman * 
George Abikhaled 
Ali m. Abo Ali * 
majed s. Abou Arraj * 
lana m. Abou hamze * 
Khalid W. Abou harb * 
leanne A. Abou hassan * 
mariam r. Abou Jaoude * 
takla r. Abou Jaoude * 
tarek f. Abou Khalil * 
rasha h. Abou reslan * 
lea s. Abou rizk * 
nadeen h. Aboul mouna * 
Bassam A. Aboul-hosn * 
fawzi t. Abouzeid * 
nabil and nahida sawaf Adham * 
reem n. Afara * 
maha m. Agha Kalsoum * 
myriam A. Agha * 
dua’A K. Ajjour * 
issam and Zeina saad Akkawi * 
sarah A. Al Annan * 
Patricia n. Al Arou * 
shebly Z. Al Aryan * 
mira G. Al Assaad * 
Bushra m. Al Bilani * 
Wiam A. Al dakhel * 
Jad A. Al Gharib * 
Jinan s. Al habbal * 
sara t. Al hakim * 
Ammar Y. Al halabi * 
Yasmine A. Al halabi * 
lama m. Al haqhaq * 
farah A. Al hassan * 
Jana f. Al hassanieh * 
rana f. Al houshaimi * 
Joana m. Al imam * 

nina G. Baboyan *
robert f. Badawy *
Abdallah m. Bahjat *
neder f. Bahmad *
rajaa i. Bakri *
majd G. Barbari *
chadi A. Bark *
rasha r. Basma *
nour i. Bassam *
Anisa K. Bazzy *
maya n. Bdeir *
Karl Z. Bezdikian *
david and nadine Birney 
madeleine n. Biskintaoui *
lin m. Bitar *
mira A. Bitar *
haig m. Boghossian *
vincent J. Bou fayad *
Antoine f. Bou nader *
sara s. Bou nassar *
samar f. Bou Zeineddine *
nadine m. Bouali *
christelle P. Boustany *
Jessy A. Boustany *
mike e. Boutros *
verkine K. Boyadjian *
Weam W. Breiche *
Joyce Jeha Brown *
taline h. Buchakjian *
Antony t. chaanine *
marianne G. chaccour *
leo and irma chade 
Julie Y. chaer *
mohammad m. chahine *
sarah h. chahine *
sandra Y. chalhoub *
myriam A. chamoun *
nour G. chamoun *
charlotte A. charbel *
diana A. chatila *
haifa G. chatila *
rola h. cheaib *
rola A. chehade *
celine A. cheikh *
Afaf m. chukri *
donald and
Judith Armstrong coleman *
richard e. conn 
crepaway +
samuel cross 
Adam m. dabliz *
Josiane t. dagher *
hala f. daher *
Jimmy c. daher *
layal m. dahrouj *
mohammed Kheir K. dally *
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dana K. fakhoury  *
hussein n. fakhreddine *
Yasmine W. fakhry  *
Abdallah i. fakih *
fayrouz m. fakih *
Wael e. farah *
eddy c. fares *
else e. farr 
mohamad m. farroukh *
fatima m. fawaz *
marwan s. fawaz *
simon r. fayad *
hadi m. feghali *
raymond r. finan *
manar r. fleifel *
chady G. Gabriel *
Pierre J. Gabriel 
martha l. Ganem 
Alain G. Gebran *
carla J. Geha *
mirabelle G. Geha  *
maissa maria G. Gehchan *
rita r. Gehrenbeck 
hiyam G. Ghaith *
ramez K. Ghandour *
rassil J. Ghandour *
Zeina W. Ghanem *
linda n. Gholmieh *
mariam J. Ghorayeb *
dima n. Ghossaini *
Joseph m. Ghulmiyyah *
sam Gousen 
nuha hababo 
christian G. habib *
rita f. habib *
mohamed A. habli *
rami W. hachem *
mohamad h. hachicho *
James h. haddad 
Jerrier A. haddad 
Yanna f. haddad *
Wadih and Yvonne
Yazbeck haddad *
Paula m. hage Boutros *
mohamad r. hajj chehade *
Abdo salam h. hamade *
hassan Z. hamadeh *
Khaled Z. hamadeh *
lama G. hamadeh *
lina s. hamadeh *
maya m. hamedi *
reem sayem el daher hammad *
lama m. hamoud *
marie W. hamparsoumian *
carin m. hamze *

mohamad A. dandan *
mina m. daneshyar *
Bilal m. daoud *
mona m. daoud *
Karim B. darwiche *
Batoul A. darwish *
samir debs 
Akram m. deguise *
marinella K. der Arakelian *
Jessica c. dib *
lina G. dib *
layan e. doueik *
luma A. doughan *
Amal W. doumit *
dunkin’ donuts +
marwa G. eid *
Ursula c. eid *
ibrahim n. eida *
dina t. eido *
Kinda m. el Amine *
sara B. el Bizri *
rizkallah K. el chartouni *
Joumana-natasha d. el daye *
marwa W. el Ghandour *
hatem m. el hage *
mahmoud m. el hajj *
mohamed m. el hajj *
sandra e. el hajj *
Abdallah A. el horr *
Aleen W. el Jurdi *
Abdul rahman n. el Kaissi *
Zeinab m. el Khansa *
Abdel rahman m. el Khatib *
tarek e. el Khazen *
romio n. el Khoury mikhael *
Anthony W. el Khoury *
candice A. el Khoury *
fouad s. el Kilani *
Baria t. el merhebi *
dina i. el rawas *
Aurora i. el riz *
sandy G. el sabsabi *
dina o. el sayed *
maya h. el tal *
Abbass h. el Zein *
Batoul m. el-Khansa *
mireille G. el-Khoury *
lynn A. el-radi *
Alissar n. elbakht *
tamara e. ephram-Boustany *
michel J. estephan *
Jane evanson 
merva G. faddoul *
maya Z. fadel *
samantha J. fadlallah *

noor s. hamze *
Philip hanna 
marwa i. harajli *
Beshara harb 
samira A. harb *
Avedis G. hartounian *
chris n. hasbany *
farah h. hassouna *
diane n. hatoum *
morad G. hawa *
mohammad m. hayawi *
nolla n. haydar *
laura- Alexandra h. helou *
layal A. hijazi *
mohamad A. hijazi *
razan W. hilal *
Ali o. hindi *
Alaa h. hodroj *
caroline f. hodroj *
magda f. hosri *
eileen h. huntington 
Bilal J. hussein *
ibrahim A. hyar *
John and Grace
salibian hyslop *
lilian Z. ibrahim *
noura m. ibrahim *
tarek W. ibrahim *
Ahmad K. itani *
Bilal m. itani *
Ghida A. itani *
Jamil A. itani *
lama m. itani *
lina A. itani *
mahmoud m. itani *
mohammad A. itani *
nour m. itani *
omar s. itani *
tala i. itani *
hussein h. Jaafar *
roba A. Jaafar *
Jad m. Jabak *
haifa h. Jabara *
nelly n. Jaber *
may e. Jabra *
dima h. Jammal *
hrag Yervant m. Janbatian *
Ghalia A. Jannoun *
faysal f. Jaroudi *
tamara A. Jarrous *
Abbas K. Jawhar *
hanaa s. Jazzar *
nour B. Joudi *
shirley c. m. Jraiche-Aoun *
raed i. Jurdi *
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frienDs (up tO $99)
christeen m. Kaadan *
ibrahim m. Kaaki *
James and suad Kaddo 
Alamir omran t. Kaddoura *
tamara m. Kalaawi *
Khaled i. Kalash *
dennis Kallail 
rim n. Kalouch *
Ara Zohrab r. Kamakian *
nour m. Kamel *
elie Junior e. Kanaan *
elias n. Karaan *
Ahmad A. Karaki *
maya s. Karam *
richard J. Karam 
roland r. Karam *
Ghenwa h. Karout *
nadine r. Kasbani *
layane Y. Kassab *
Jessica r. Kassem *
marc Antoine A. Kassis *
samuel J. Kazmouz *
michael K. Kendrick 
shake K. Ketefian *
Alexandre i. Kfoury *
Anie n. Khachadourian *
rashid s. Khaddage *
rami s. Khaddaj *
rawad f. Khaddaj *
lamia haddad Khairallah *
dina n. Khaled *
Walid A. Khaled *
Yara h. Khalife *
haydar m. Khalifeh *
lara W. Khalifeh *
Paul J. Khalifeh *
tamara A. Khalili *
hayfa A. Kharoubi *
Alaa m. Khashab *
Joe ousep v. Khatchadourian *
Bane m. Khater *
Jad m. Khater *
Khaled J. Khatib *
socrate Z. Khattar *
mahmoud h. Khodr *
monika t. Khoueiri *
norma Khoury 
ruba f. Khoury *
Ahmad m. Kinaan *
Jad h. Kobtan *
daniel and vivian
mishalany Kokoszka *
ibrahim A. Komaiha *
sally e. Korek *
mohammad K. Korjieh *

nour m. Koussaibany *
sarah h. Kouwatli *
carla s. Kozanjian *
shady s. Kraideih *
Alaa W. Kronful *
rita B. Ktaish *
Amar and nada saadeh lal *
mohamad A. lawassani *
sybil s. layous *
craig and Phyllis chadbourne 
lichtenwalner *
robert and hedwig lodwick 
marilyn loos 
lea G. lteif *
John and Jerry ludeke 
George m. maalouf 
Zeina i. maalouf *
Alberta s. magzanian *
Karl and sossy
Ajamian mahdasian *
hadeel G. mahmoud *
mayssaa A. majed *
Karim m. makarem *
serene c. makarem *
charbel m. makhoul *
Yasmine A. maktabi *
riham K. malli *
hussein h. mansour *
Bechara K. maroun *
sherien A. massoud *
stephanie f. matta  *
hanine i. mattar *
Zeinab m. maziad *
leila A. mazloum *
Wissam r. mecherkany *
myriam G. melki *
namitta A. merchak *
Gabriel G. merhi *
Anthony t. mezher *
Ali A. mhanna *
marie michel G. mhanna *
renati Y. mhanna *
richard c. michaels sr. 
richard c. michaels Jr. 
Jessica Y. mirzein *
lara m. mneimneh *
rania m. mneimneh *
manal B. mohsen *
Zeinab A. mohsen *
carla h. monzer *
rabah A. mosleh *
Abdallah J. moubayed *
Amjad W. mourad *
sara s. mouzannar *
Ali m. mroue *
omaima A. msheik  *

Adam K. mulla *
dana i. murad *
Karen murray 
mariam n. nabbout *
moussa J. naber 
Arlette J. nahas *
Gizelle m. nahra *
nora h. najarian *
fauzi and vivian najjar 
dania e. nakhal *
thomas J. nakley 
michel G. nakouzi *
hagop and Keghany
nalbandian *
rita A. naoum *
Paul and dorothy nassar 
shadi A. nassif *
ibrahim K. nassour *
rima r. nassredine *
mirna e. nawfal *
leila n. nehme *
rabih and nadine nemr 
sossy A. nercessian *
James and erma
Khoury nettles *
miriam J. nicolas *
Jack A. nourieh *
cherine J. obeid *
siranoush h. oknayan *
shaden h. orfali *
farah A. othman *
Khaldoun K. oumeiri *
hugh and Barbara outterson
Julia rahib Petry *
Aida Awar Porteneuve *
sophia J. Psaroulla  *
chahrazad fahmi f. Qassem  *
rami G. rabah *
nathalie f. rached  *
Amin t. rafeh *
rima G. rahal *
rita Y. rahban *
farah f. ramadan *
hala i. rammal *
sara r. rayyan *
nelly n. reda *
roy J. riachi *
rami A. rida *
raymond and sona Piliguian 
ritchel *
markley roberts 
lea r. rossek *
mariam A. roz *
mary Z. saad *
razane r. saad *
Joseph A. saade *
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lama A. saadeh *
solave s. sabeh *
mohamed m. sabra *
rayan A. sabra *
rayan J. sabra *
rachel-marie m. sadaka *
sami f. sadaka *
Aya i. safieddine *
Yasmine m. sahyouni *
vanessa A. said *
Amer r. saidi *
Ahmed m. saleh *
lara W. saleh *
mohamad m. saleh *
Wael A. saleh *
maurice G. salem *
elie c. saliba *
mohammed A. salim makki *
Zeinab m. salloum *
danny n. salman   *
hussein m. salman *
Anibal J. sanjab *
Aram and Aida topalian
sarkissian *
Jihad and may dandan
sarout *
sarah J. sawan *
Ahmad h. sayed *
sally n. sayegh *
Aziza A. sbaity *
Ali n. schwayri 
Araxy rita h. seferian *
monica m. seif *
nour Briguada m. seif *
nabih m. seifeddine *

nadim r. semaan *
nour W. serhal *
Georges e. shaaya *
rayan A. shahine *
farah A. shami *
nour i. shanshal *
Khaled W. shatila *
Zeina A. shdeed *
Zeina K. shehayeb *
manar A. shmais *
Alia s. shouaib *
mohammad Y. shouaib *
michel e. showeiry *
micheline e. showeiry *
mohamad A. sidani *
Wasfi skaff 
Wassila A. skaiky *
Jad l. sleem *
fouad Peter n. sleiman *
tamara h. sleiman *
iman m. slim *
nicole n. smiley *
michael and mary solomon 
Aya h. soufi *
tariq W. soussan *
eleanor stoltzfus 
reef f. sughayyar *
Abeer A. suleiman *
souhad h. sultan *
Wafic o. sultani *
layal m. tabbarah *
Yasmine m. tabsh *
Jida m. taher *
mazen h. takkouch *
Patrick Y. tannous *

roba m. tarraf *
Khalil m. tawil hamade *
Alex h. terzian *
Yorgui m. teyrouz *
Yehia A. tfayli *
robert W. thabit 
maral Z. torossian *
nour K. toubia *
mohamad h. touffaha *
mohamad Abbass i. Wahid *
damia A. Wakim *
dana s. Wasir *
stephen and sherrill Weary 
Westgate diner +
J. Gayle Wolfe 
maria A. Yacoubian *
mohamad el mehdi h. Yahfoufi *
hani m. Yamak *
Ahmad h. Yasine *
mohammad K. Yehya *
Abed Al Kader f. Younes *
chloe A. Younes *
carole h. Zaatar *
omar i. Zantout *
rayan m. Zantout *
rouba s. Zantout *
malikeh W. Zarka *
mirna m. Zbib *
samer A. Zeaiter *
lama A. Zein *
rami G. Zein *
hussam A. Zgheib *
rayan r. Zgheib *
hayat s. Zock *
Katrine n. Zourob *
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The Endowment Scholarship Program (2011 - 2012)

the following funds were established to provide ongoing financial aid to needy and 
deserving students:

the Albert Abela memorial endowment scholarship fund
the hanan Abou Ghazaleh endowment scholarship fund
the nariman Abou Ghazaleh endowment scholarship fund
the Paul Youssef Abou Khater memorial endowment scholarship fund
the sheikh ismail Abudawood endowment scholarship fund
the norah Abddulrahman Alissa endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - Abu dhabi chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - Beirut chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association -Athens chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - damascus chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - dubai and northern emirates chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - Jordan chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - Kuwait chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - Qatar chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - riyadh chapter endowment scholarship fund
the lAU Alumni Association - sA eastern Province chapter endowment scholarship fund
the dr. charles elachi endowment scholarship fund
the Anglo lebanese cultural foundation endowment scholarship fund
the fred and emily G. Arrigg endowment scholarship fund
the ramzi Asfour memorial endowment scholarship fund
the marwan toufic Assaf endowment scholarship fund
the hazem f. Aswad endowment scholarship fund
the Walid Attieh endowment scholarship fund
the George and raymond Audi endowment scholarship fund
the taline and edmond Avakian endowment scholarship fund
the mohamad Abdul rahman Bahar endowment scholarship fund
the Adelaide Bahu endowment scholarship fund
the samih Barbir and mounira Barbir naamani endowment scholarship fund
the leila Kurban Barkett memorial endowment scholarship fund
the elias and ferial Baz endowment scholarship fund
the salim and laudy Baz memorial endowment scholarship fund
the ikram shakhashir Beidas memorial endowment scholarship fund
the frank and margaret Bitar memorial endowment scholarship fund
the robert and mabel Bitar memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Boodai Group of co. endowment scholarship fund
the Badie Boulos memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Ghada daniel Boulos endowment scholarship fund
the Alex fauti Bouri endowment scholarship fund
the edward i. chammas endowment scholarship fund
the nicolas and Abla chammas endowment scholarship fund
the maya Begdache chaar endowment scholarship fund
the Zafer and tonia chaoui endowment scholarship fund
the Ziad and lina cheikh endowment scholarship fund
the nicolas choueiri endowment scholarship fund
the fahed nayef dabbous endowment scholarship fund
the ramzi and saeda dalloul endowment scholarship fund
the dr. nadim and noura daouk endowment scholarship fund
the dar As-siyassah endowment scholarship fund
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the darwish engineering endowment scholarship fund
the rushdi daye endowment scholarship fund
the edgar and danielle de Picciotto endowment scholarship fund
the edward Y. elias endowment scholarship fund
the emirates computer endowment scholarship fund
the eva Kotite farha and Peter farha endowment scholarship fund
the issam michael faris endowment scholarship fund
the Ahmad finj endowment scholarship fund
the sheikh Abdallah fouad endowment scholarship fund
the Arthur Gabriel medical endowment scholarship fund
the James and Arthur Gabriel endowment scholarship fund
the mahmoud Alghanim endowment scholarship fund
the Youssef A. Alghanim and sons endowment scholarship funds
the Gala dinner endowment scholarship fund
the rose Ghourayyeb endowment scholarship fund
the frances m. Gray memorial endowment scholarship fund
the maggie Kutteh Ghattas endowment scholarship fund
the rev. samuel habib memorial endowment scholarship fund 
the Aida haddad and daughters endowment scholarship fund
the Bertha and michael nakhleh haddad endowment scholarship fund
the toufic and victoria haddad memorial endowment scholarship fund
the George William hajjar memorial endowment scholarship fund
the lana Ghandi halabi endowment scholarship fund
the dany hamchaoui memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Kanan and hanan hamzeh endowment scholarship fund
the mouna Jamal haraoui endowment scholarship fund
the mohamed harasani endowment scholarship fund
the rafik Bahauddin Al-hariri memorial endowment scholarship fund
the monzer hourani endowment scholarship fund
the taha hassiba endowment scholarship fund
the ray irani education endowment scholarship fund
the Aref and helena Jabbour endowment scholarship fund
the nancy and Joseph G. Jabbra endowment scholarship fund
the Wadih and Gertrude Jordan endowment scholarship fund
the Ahmad and suad Juffali endowment scholarship fund
the e.A. Juffali endowment scholarship fund
the nafez Jundi endowment scholarship fund
the Jad and Yvonne Kabban endowment scholarship fund
the maha Kaddoura endowment scholarship fund
the Albert and William Kanaan endowment scholarship fund
the fawzi Kawash endowment scholarship fund
the suad Wakim Kesler memorial endowment scholarship fund
the nadim said Khalaf endowment scholarship fund
the Abdelrahman ismail el-Khalil memorial endowment scholarship fund
the mounir Khatib endowed engineering scholarship fund
the Jamil fouad el Khazen endowment scholarship fund
the nasr Khnaisser endowment scholarship fund
the mohamad and naziha Knio endowment scholarship fund
the selina Korban memorial endowment scholarship fund
the latifa Kosta endowment scholarship fund
the emile and rima lamah endowment scholarship fund
the lAU / BoB Affinity card endowment scholarship fund
the selim lawi endowment scholarship fund
the Bishara m. lorenzo endowment scholarship fund
the Gabriel maliha endowment scholarship fund
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The Endowment Scholarship Program (2011 - 2012)

the Joseph and carmen maroun endowment scholarship fund
the salwa tuma mayassi endowment scholarship fund
the Gale mcdonald endowment memorial scholarship fund
the mcswiney-mead corporation endowment scholarship fund
the dr. hassan mehio endowment scholarship fund
the michel merhej endowment scholarship fund
the elias and leila mezzawi endowment scholarship fund
the mimar Group endowment scholarship fund
the hassib and haas mroue memorial endowment scholarship fund
the mWh soft environmental engineering endowment scholarship fund
the hh sheikh Zayed Bin sultan Al-nahyan endowment scholarship fund
the tony nagib najjar endowment scholarship fund
the Khalid and sossy nasr endowment scholarship fund
the marwan Walid nasr memorial endowment scholarship fund
the farid and milia nassar endowment scholarship fund
the helen Ghosn nassar endowment scholarship fund
the riyad f. nassar endowment scholarship fund
the salwa c. nassar memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Aida and michel nasser endowment scholarship fund
the Argent maksoud nasser memorial endowment scholarship fund
the mohamad nasser endowment scholarship fund
the naim nasser endowment scholarship fund
the national Paper Products company endowment scholarship fund
the mazen and Gisele nazzal endowment scholarship fund
the edith newton memorial endowment scholarship fund
the najib musa nimah endowment scholarship fund
the rifaat el-nimer memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Khaled and chafica omari endowment scholarship fund
the suliman s. olayan memorial endowment scholarship fund
the rhoda orme memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Pepsico international endowment scholarship fund
the hussam Qanadilo endowment scholarship fund
the Ayoub hamad rafeh endowment scholarship fund
the hamad rafeh memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Kamil shaheen Al rayyes memorial endowment scholarship fund
the donald rynne endowment scholarship fund
the Karim fayez saab memorial endowment scholarship fund
the mahmoud Khalil saab memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Ghia saidi saad endowment scholarship fund
the George saadeh endowment scholarship fund
the sheikh nasser sabah Al-Ahmad Al-sabbah endowment scholarship fund
the diana tamari sabbagh memorial endowment scholarship fund
the rabab Al sadr endowment scholarship fund
the mohamad safadi endowment scholarship fund
the henry and elda mirna sarkissian endowment scholarship fund
the Ghassan ibrahim shaker endowment scholarship fund
the Abdul Aziz shakhashir endowment scholarship fund
the Adma nakhoul shakhashiri memorial endowment scholarship fund
the halim Boutros shebaya endowment scholarship fund
the Walid Jamil shehadeh memorial endowment scholarship fund
the simon siksek endowment scholarship fund
the ethel stoltzfus memorial endowment scholarship fund
the James l. stoltzfus memorial endowment scholarship fund
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the William stoltzfus memorial endowment scholarship fund
the sukkar family endowment scholarship fund
the nehme and therese tohme endowment scholarship fund
the nehme tohme and rizk rizk endowment scholarship fund
the Kevork toroyan endowment scholarship fund
the Abdulaziz Al-turki endowment scholarship fund
the Abdallah Yabroudi endowment scholarship fund
the Joe and Wafa Yammine endowment scholarship fund
the hanneh salim Zakhem memorial endowment scholarship fund
the Karen lorenz Ziadeh endowment scholarship fund

The Endowment Fund Program (2011 - 2012)

endowment funds other than scholarships:

Albert G. Albert library fund
elizabeth elser duncan memorial
institute for Banking & finance
mounir Khatib endowed engineering lecture series
medGulf chair in Actuarial sciences endowment fund
Presbyterian legacy lecture series endowment fund
Presidential Awards endowment fund
sarah lanman huntington smith endowment fund
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Scholarship Grants

the following annual, merit and designated grants were established to support the financial Aid 
program to needy and deserving students during the academic year 2011-2012:

Abdallah Yabroudi nursing Annual scholarship Grant
Adalat & Wajih naccash Annual scholarship Grant
Ahmad Kabbani Annual scholarship Grant
Al Waleed Bin talal humanitarian foundation Annual scholarship Grant
Ali Abdullah Jammal memorial scholarship Grant
Alumni Association Abu dhabi chapter Annual scholarship
Alumni Association dubai & northern emirates chapter Annual scholarship Grant
Alumni Association oman chapter Annual scholarship Grant
Alumni Association toronto chapter Annual scholarship Grant
Annie and sami totah scholarship Grant
Anonymous nursing scholarship Grant
Association Philippe Jabre designated scholarship Grant
Azeez shaheen Annual scholarship Grant
Bank Audi Annual scholarship Grant
Bank of Beirut Annual scholarship Grant
Blom Bank Annual scholarship Grant
Byblos Bank designated scholarship Grant
daad Ghossoub designated scholarship Grant
donate to educate designated scholarship Grant
Ghada Qaddumi Annual scholarship Grant
Ghassan Adra Annual scholarship Grant
Ghassan mahassni Annual scholarship Grant
haas mroue memorial scholarship Grant
hussain sharaf Annual scholarship Grant
international school of Arts & sciences Annual scholarship Grant
Jad-Jimmy ibrahim Annual scholarship Grant
Kamil sarieddine designated scholarship Grant
lAU school of Arts and sciences Annual scholarship Grant - Beirut campus
maher fansa memorial scholarship Grant
mary taylor Alexander Annual scholarship Grant
mike Ahmar designated scholarship Grant
raja & hani Ali Annual scholarship Grant
rima hourani nursing scholarship Grant
rotana hotel management corporation merit scholarship Grant
said Khalaf designated scholarship Grant
salim hachache Annual scholarship Grant
sama Qaddumi Annual scholarship Grant
saudi Binladin Group scholarship Grant
sonia hajjar Annual scholarship Grant
student financial Aid support Grant
suad hoss Annual scholarship Grant
tarek Qaddumi Annual scholarship Grant
UnrWA designated scholarship Grant
UsAid- University student Assistance Program
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Plant Your Class Tree 2012

the lebanese American University acknowledges with gratitude the following
contributors who made generous donations towards their senior class Gift:

Yousef n. Aad
ramzi i. Abaza
mounawar m. Abbouchi
elie G. Abboud
Beleza G. Abdallah
rawan A. Abdallah
riad f. Abdel Khalek
rabih n. Abdel samad
fadi B. Abdul malak
safa A. Abdullah
mary marcelle i. Abed rabboh
michel h. Abi Akl
carmen J. Abi Ammar
rita J. Abi Antoun
daniel r. Abi Joumaa
lea P. Abi nakhoul
Akram r. Abi saab
ralph n. Abi sleiman
Ali m. Abo Ali
majed s. Abou Arraj
lana m. Abou hamze
Khalid W. Abou harb
leanne A. Abou hassan
mariam r. Abou Jaoude
takla r. Abou Jaoude
tarek f. Abou Khalil
rasha h. Abou reslan

lea s. Abou rizk
nadeen h. Aboul mouna
Bassam A. Aboul-hosn
fawzi t. Abouzeid
reem n. Afara
myriam A. Agha
maha m. Agha Kalsoum
dua’a K. Ajjour
sarah A. Al Annan
Patricia n. Al Arou
shebly Z. Al Aryan
mira G. Al Assaad
Bushra m. Al Bilani
Wiam A. Al dakhel
Jad A. Al Gharib
Jinan s. Al habbal
sara t. Al hakim
Ammar Y. Al halabi
Yasmine A. Al halabi
lama m. Al haqhaq
farah A. Al hassan
Jana f. Al hassanieh
rana f. Al houshaimi
Joana m. Al imam
rania B. Al Jurdi
diaa l. Al Jurdy
rana s. Al Kaakour

Gheed m. Al Koutoubi
mohamed Khaled W. Al mazboudi
Georges r. Al medawar
shoug i. Al nafeesi
tarek A. Al najjar
Ahmad m. Al sabbagh
noora A. Al sadek
fatima m. Al sayed
Kareem A. Al shamma
Ahmad m. Al shawwa
Khalil m. Al Zahran
reine Z. Al-halabi
nour n. Al-Zeben
sara n. Alameddine
tarek A. Aleywan
Jamal K. AlQudah
fouad s. Amer
nizar A. Amin
Ali J. Amin daher taha
shawky s. Amine eddine
Abed el rahman s. Amkieh
rym r. Amm
maura B. Andary
Wassim r. Annan
Zeinab A. Annan
marie-reine e. Antoun
christelle m. Aoun
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Plant Your Class Tree 2012

Karin s. Arabian
Ali h. Araybi
larysa r. Aridi
reem A. Ashour
loubna s. Asmar
Ahmad K. Assaad
Jessika A. Assaad
hyatt f. Assafiri
rabbih A. Attar
eliane W. Audi
nelly W. Awad
Jasmin A. Ayad
nader h. Ayoub
sara n. Ayoubi
Joan G. Azar
Ziad A. Azar
hisham A. Baalbaki
omar Z. Baalbaki
rami Z. Baba
nina G. Baboyan
Abdallah m. Bahjat
neder f. Bahmad
rajaa i. Bakri
majd G. Barbari
chadi A. Bark
rasha r. Basma
nour i. Bassam
Anisa K. Bazzy
maya n. Bdeir
Karl Z. Bezdikian
lin m. Bitar
mira A. Bitar
haig m. Boghossian
vincent J. Bou fayad
Antoine f. Bou nader
sara s. Bou nassar
samar f. Bou Zeineddine
nadine m. Bouali
christelle P. Boustany
Jessy A. Boustany
mike e. Boutros
verkine K. Boyadjian
Weam W. Breiche
taline h. Buchakjian
Antony t. chaanine
marianne G. chaccour
Julie Y. chaer
mohammad m. chahine
sarah h. chahine
sandra Y. chalhoub
myriam A. chamoun
nour G. chamoun

charlotte A. charbel
diana A. chatila
haifa G. chatila
rola h. cheaib
rola A. chehade
celine A. cheikh
Afaf m. chukri
Adam m. dabliz
Josiane t. dagher
hala f. daher
Jimmy c. daher
layal m. dahrouj
mohammed Kheir K. dally
mohamad A. dandan
mina m. daneshyar
Bilal m. daoud
mona m. daoud
Karim B. darwiche
Batoul A. darwish
Akram m. deguise
marinella K. der Arakelian
Jessica c. dib
lina G. dib
layan e. doueik
luma A. doughan
Amal W. doumit
marwa G. eid
Ursula c. eid
ibrahim n. eida
dina t. eido
Kinda m. el Amine
sara B. el Bizri
rizkallah K. el chartouni
Joumana-natasha d. el daye
marwa W. el Ghandour
hatem m. el hage
mahmoud m. el hajj
mohamed m. el hajj
sandra e. el hajj
Abdallah A. el horr
Aleen W. el Jurdi
Abdul rahman n. el Kaissi
Zeinab m. el Khansa
Abdel rahman m. el Khatib
tarek e. el Khazen
Anthony W. el Khoury
candice A. el Khoury
romio n. el Khoury mikhael
fouad s. el Kilani
Baria t. el merhebi
dina i. el rawas
Aurora i. el riz

sandy G. el sabsabi
dina o. el sayed
maya h. el tal
Abbass h. el Zein
Batoul m. el-Khansa
mireille G. el-Khoury
lynn A. el-radi
Alissar n. elbakht
tamara e. ephram-Boustany
michel J. estephan
maya Z. fadel
samantha J. fadlallah
dana K. fakhoury
hussein n. fakhreddine
Yasmine W. fakhry
Abdallah i. fakih
fayrouz m. fakih
Wael e. farah
eddy c. fares
fatima m. fawaz
marwan s. fawaz
simon r. fayad
hadi m. feghali
raymond r. finan
manar r. fleifel
chady G. Gabriel
Alain G. Gebran
carla J. Geha
mirabelle G. Geha
maissa maria G. Gehchan
hiyam G. Ghaith
ramez K. Ghandour
rassil J. Ghandour
Zeina W. Ghanem
linda n. Gholmieh
mariam J. Ghorayeb
Joseph m. Ghulmiyyah
christian G. habib
rita f. habib
mohamed A. habli
rami W. hachem
mohamad h. hachicho
Yanna f. haddad
Paula m. hage Boutros
mohamad r. hajj chehade
Abdo salam h. hamade
hassan Z. hamadeh
Khaled Z. hamadeh
lama G. hamadeh
lina s. hamadeh
maya m. hamedi
lama m. hamoud
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marie W. hamparsoumian
carin m. hamze
noor s. hamze
marwa i. harajli
samira A. harb
Avedis G. hartounian
chris n. hasbany
farah h. hassouna
diane n. hatoum
morad G. hawa
mohammad m. hayawi
nolla n. haydar
laura- Alexandra h. helou
layal A. hijazi
mohamad A. hijazi
razan W. hilal
Ali o. hindi
Alaa h. hodroj
caroline f. hodroj
magda f. hosri
Bilal J. hussein
ibrahim A. hyar
lilian Z. ibrahim
noura m. ibrahim
tarek W. ibrahim
Ahmad K. itani
Bilal m. itani
Ghida A. itani
Jamil A. itani
lama m. itani
lina A. itani
mahmoud m. itani
mohammad A. itani
nour m. itani
omar s. itani
tala i. itani
hussein h. Jaafar
roba A. Jaafar
Jad m. Jabak
nelly n. Jaber
dima h. Jammal
hrag Yervant m. Janbatian
Ghalia A. Jannoun
faysal f. Jaroudi
tamara A. Jarrous
Abbas K. Jawhar
hanaa s. Jazzar
nour B. Joudi
shirley c. m. Jraiche-Aoun
raed i. Jurdi
christeen m. Kaadan
ibrahim m. Kaaki
Alamir omran t. Kaddoura
tamara m. Kalaawi

Khaled i. Kalash
rim n. Kalouch
Ara Zohrab r. Kamakian
nour m. Kamel
elie Junior e. Kanaan
elias n. Karaan
Ahmad A. Karaki
maya s. Karam
Ghenwa h. Karout
nadine r. Kasbani
layane Y. Kassab
Jessica r. Kassem
marc Antoine A. Kassis
samuel J. Kazmouz
Alexandre i. Kfoury
rashid s. Khaddage
rami s. Khaddaj
rawad f. Khaddaj
dina n. Khaled
Walid A. Khaled
Yara h. Khalife
haydar m. Khalifeh
lara W. Khalifeh
Paul J. Khalifeh
tamara A. Khalili
hayfa A. Kharoubi
Alaa m. Khashab
Joe ousep v. Khatchadourian
Bane m. Khater
Jad m. Khater
Khaled J. Khatib
socrate Z. Khattar
mahmoud h. Khodr
monika t. Khoueiri
ruba f. Khoury
Ahmad m. Kinaan
Jad h. Kobtan
ibrahim A. Komaiha
sally e. Korek
mohammad K. Korjieh
nour m. Koussaibany
sarah h. Kouwatli
carla s. Kozanjian
shady s. Kraideih
Alaa W. Kronful
rita B. Ktaish
sybil s. layous
lea G. lteif
Zeina i. maalouf
hadeel G. mahmoud
mayssaa A. majed
Karim m. makarem
serene c. makarem
Yasmine A. maktabi

riham K. malli
hussein h. mansour
Bechara K. maroun
sherien A. massoud
stephanie f. matta
hanine i. mattar
Zeinab m. maziad
leila A. mazloum
Wissam r. mecherkany
myriam G. melki
namitta A. merchak
Gabriel G. merhi
Anthony t. mezher
Ali A. mhanna
marie michel G. mhanna
renati Y. mhanna
Jessica Y. mirzein
lara m. mneimneh
rania m. mneimneh
manal B. mohsen
Zeinab A. mohsen
carla h. monzer
rabah A. mosleh
Abdallah J. moubayed
Amjad W. mourad
sara s. mouzannar
Ali m. mroue
omaima A. msheik
Adam K. mulla
dana i. murad
mariam n. nabbout
Arlette J. nahas
Gizelle m. nahra
dania e. nakhal
michel G. nakouzi
rita A. naoum
shadi A. nassif
ibrahim K. nassour
rima r. nassredine
mirna e. nawfal
leila n. nehme
miriam J. nicolas
Jack A. nourieh
cherine J. obeid
shaden h. orfali
farah A. othman
Khaldoun K. oumeiri
sophia J. Psaroulla
chahrazad fahmi f. Qassem
rami G. rabah
nathalie f. rached
Amin t. rafeh
rima G. rahal
rita Y. rahban
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Plant Your Class Tree 2012

Naming Seat or Bench at LAU

the lebanese American University acknowledges with gratitude the following contributors who made 
generous donations towards naming one or more benches or seats at lAU:

naMing a BenCh at Lau 
nuha salameh Abou Ghazaleh
mariam Al doy Aboul
Alumni Association, saudi 
Arabia eastern Province chapter
Anan Anabtawi
Adalat Jayyousi Atawni
Ziad and lina cheikh
Jad A. dagher

layla saleeby dagher
Bahia Juma fakhro
leila G. fatoush
mohamad Amer and hala finj
miriam Ghubril Ghubril
sabah n. haidar
Yvonne Agini Kabban
Youssef A. Kanaan
houda el Khalil Kheireddine

hilda Zarifeh maalouf
Adib and salma mussallem 
marchi
hayat talih mousfi
Aida salman naaman
najla h. naaman
Youmna halabi salameh
naeema fakhro taqi

farah f. ramadan
hala i. rammal
sara r. rayyan
nelly n. reda
roy J. riachi
rami A. rida
lea r. rossek
mariam A. roz
mary Z. saad
razane r. saad
Joseph A. saade
lama A. saadeh
solave s. sabeh
mohamed m. sabra
rayan A. sabra
rayan J. sabra
rachel-marie m. sadaka
sami f. sadaka
Aya i. safieddine
Yasmine m. sahyouni
vanessa A. said
Amer r. saidi
Ahmed m. saleh
lara W. saleh
mohamad m. saleh
Wael A. saleh
maurice G. salem
elie c. saliba
mohammed A. salim makki
Zeinab m. salloum
danny n. salman
hussein m. salman
Anibal J. sanjab
sarah J. sawan
Ahmad h. sayed

sally n. sayegh
Aziza A. sbaity
Araxy rita h. seferian
monica m. seif
nour Briguada m. seif
nabih m. seifeddine
nadim r. semaan
nour W. serhal
Georges e. shaaya
rayan A. shahine
farah A. shami
nour i. shanshal
Khaled W. shatila
Zeina A. shdeed
Zeina K. shehayeb
manar A. shmais
Alia s. shouaib
mohammad Y. shouaib
michel e. showeiry
micheline e. showeiry
mohamad A. sidani
Wassila A. skaiky
Jad l. sleem
fouad Peter n. sleiman
tamara h. sleiman
iman m. slim
nicole n. smiley
Aya h. soufi
tariq W. soussan
reef f. sughayyar
Abeer A. suleiman
souhad h. sultan
Wafic o. sultani
layal m. tabbarah
Yasmine m. tabsh

Jida m. taher
mazen h. takkouch
Patrick Y. tannous
roba m. tarraf
Khalil m. tawil hamade
Alex h. terzian
Yorgui m. teyrouz
Yehia A. tfayli
maral Z. torossian
nour K. toubia
mohamad h. touffaha
mohamad Abbass i. Wahid
damia A. Wakim
dana s. Wasir
maria A. Yacoubian
mohamad el mehdi h. Yahfoufi
hani m. Yamak
Ahmad h. Yasine
mohammad K. Yehya
Abed Al Kader f. Younes
chloe A. Younes
carole h. Zaatar
omar i. Zantout
rayan m. Zantout
rouba s. Zantout
malikeh W. Zarka
mirna m. Zbib
samer A. Zeaiter
lama A. Zein
rami G. Zein
hussam A. Zgheib
rayan r. Zgheib
hayat s. Zock
Katrine n. Zourob

DONORS’ honor roll
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rana talhouk Abdel samad
salwa Kassab Abla 
Zeina Arnous Abou Alwan
Ghada t. Abou Assaly
lana s. Abou teen
Abdallah and lina Al-Khal
hanan n. Arnous
mariam shuayb Assi
rana A. Assi
samar sheaib Assi
sonia ibrahim Attiyah
Ghada mourabet Baalbaki
rami h. Bazzi
leila J. Kaz’un Beyhum
fatima Al Zein captan
hassan A. charif
George G. chdid
Arminee h. choukassizian
lina mishalany chourbagui
Aldo J. damiani
nadia f. daoud
mary s. el Yousef
Bert makadessi faddoul
Joyce Badran freijie
leila freijie
lina A. Ghazi
rania r. haddad
nermine mufti hage
Amer m. hafi
hanan J. haidar
doha Zein halawi
haidar and maya Kodeih
harmanani
Afaf Abdel Baki hatoum
Amal Ayoubi horoub
suad hoss hoss
fadi K. ismail

niam A. itany
tarek m. Judeh
samir f. Kadi
salma hamieh Kanaan
mona Kazzaz
lubna rida Kalot
naziha hamzeh Knio
may s. Koleilat
rami f. majzoub
mazen s. masri
leila Katul mishalany
nadine Kasbani mokbel
nadia Awaida moukaddem
nassib n. nasr
Anita farah nassar
hassan A. nasser hatoum
marwan h. noueihed
Grace Aoun noujaim
Amal Khoury nublat
samir and laure obeid
maher A. raham
may s. saab
nabila saab raydan
nuha farraj rice
nada A. saab
Youssef K. safa
nabil d. salah eddine
naji m. sayegh
roula m. sayegh
samira Kanso sayegh
robert m. shafie
hussain J. sharaf
hiam fanous sinno
Annie v. tabakian
Aida himadeh Younis
Bahaa s. Zaher
siham haidar Zein

nadra m. Assaf
Gisele and najib Azar
nuha e. Azar
nicole maamari Barghoud
camille Boustani
hadi Boustani
nabil Boustani
Georges K. chahda
fadi chammas
maroun n. daccache
nabil r. emad
ramzi P. emad
Wissam f. fawaz
camille B. Ghorra
irma K. Ghosn
Joseph t. hage
mireille rayess Jaoude
eddy Yervant s. Juvelekian
fouad Kahale
fadi Kahale
fadwa Boustani Kahale
choucrallah K. Karam
Pierre-michel J. Karam
Joseph f. Khalifeh
sami Korban
Antoine l. lahoud
victoria fattouh nasr
Wijdan h. ramadan
hikmat rizk
samer s. saab
Adeline f. saliba
mars e. semaan
Josiane f. sreih
Abdallah Zakhem
rony m. Zeenny

naMing a seat at
seLina KOrBan auDitOriuM – ByBLOs

naMing a seat at irwin haLL auDitOriuM – Beirut
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Our visiOn for the fUtUre

As the new strategic campaign, “Fulfilling the Promise,” enters its public phase, the atmosphere 
at lAU is electric. the past year’s accomplishments have charged the air with energy, making it 
clear to all that lAU is a university on the move towards greater and greater heights.

the reasons for this success are many, but key among them is the university’s instinct of 
response and adaptation. events in the region emphasize the deep necessity of change; an 
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institution that grounds itself in the mud of the past cannot survive. far from this condition, lAU 
is enjoying a thrilling momentum and it can affirm the value of liberal education and intellectual 
life as never before.

nimble and responsive, our institution adapts to meet the shifting needs of the present, and to 
ensure the continuity of its respected education into an uncertain but bright future.

Our visiOn for the fUtUre
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1835 19501933 1948–491924

the name of the 
college is changed 
to Beirut college for 
Women (BcW).

the school becomes 
the American Junior 
college for Women, with 
a founding class of eight 
students.

the Board of regents of 
the University of the state 
of new York grants BcW 
a provisional charter, 
allowing it to offer the 
B.A., A.A., and A.A.s. 
degrees.

the cornerstone of lAU’s 
oldest building, sage hall, 

is laid and the college 
is moved to its present 

location.

American Presbyterian 
missionaries establish 

the American school for 
Girls in response to a lack 
of available education for 

girls in the region.

200219991994 1996
the lebanese 

government officially 
recognizes the new 

name and status.

the charter is amended 
once again to allow lAU 
to grant the following 
degrees: Bachelor 
of engineering and 
Pharmacy, and doctor of 
Pharmacy.

the Board of regents 
approves the university’s 
new name of lebanese 
American University. the 
charter is amended to 
include master’s degrees.
lAU has three 
schools: Arts & 
sciences, Business, 
and engineering & 
Architecture. the school 
of Pharmacy also opens 
this year.

the doctor of Pharmacy 
(Pharm.d.) program 
becomes the only 
program outside the U.s. 
to earn accreditation by 
the Accreditation council 
for Pharmacy education 
(AcPe).

1991
courses begin at the 

Byblos campus.

Lau tiMeLine 1835 - 2012
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19731955 1970 1985

The Lebanese 
government recognizes 
BCW’s bachelor’s degrees 
as equivalent to the 
License.

The Board of Regents 
in New York amends 
the charter to transform 
the college into a multi-
campus institution.

The college becomes 
co-educational and 

changes its name to Beirut 
University College (BUC).

BCW’s charter 
becomes absolute and 

the college adds B.S. 
degrees.

1975–1990

Despite low attendance 
during the civil war, 
the college maintains 
operations by holding 
courses north and south 
of Beirut.

2005 2009 2010 2011 2012
LAU embarks on a five-

year strategic plan based 
on five pillars: excellence 

in academic and other 
facets of university life, 
student-centeredness, 

increased role of alumni, 
promotion of LAU as a 

major learning center in 
the region, and effective 

use of financial resources.

The Gilbert and Rose-
Marie Chagoury School 
of Medicine welcomes its 
first class of students.

The Alice Ramez 
Chagoury School of 

Nursing welcomes its first 
class.

School of Engineering’s 
bachelor’s degree programs 
receive ABET accreditation.

Frem Civic Center inaugurated 
on the Byblos campus.

LAU is granted full 
accreditation by The New 

England Association of 
Schools and Colleges 

(NEASC).

LAU embarks on Strategic 
Plan 2011–2016, focused 
on taking LAU to the 
next level of academic 
excellence.

The fashion design 
program under the 
School of Architecture 
and Design is officially 
recognized by the 
Ministry of Higher 
Education. 

LAU acquires a new 
building to host its North 
American operations in 
midtown Manhattan.

The Medical Sciences 
building - Byblos 
campus is inaugurated 
to host the LAU schools 
of medicine, pharmacy 
and nursing.

School of Arts & Sciences’ 
B.S. degree program in 
computer science receives 
ABET accreditation.LAU acquires majority 

holdings of Rizk Hospital, 
and begins developing the 
University Medical Center 
– Rizk Hospital.

LAU TIMELINE 1835 - 2012
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Beirut Campus
P.O. Box 13-5053
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        +961-3-791314
Fax: +961-1-867098

Byblos Campus
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        +961-3-791314
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New York Campus
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New York
NY 10017 
USA
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